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Análisis de formas normales de alto orden en sistemas de potencia

resonantes usando enfoques no recursivos

Resumen

En esta tesis, se presenta un marco de referencia sistemático para la

determinación de la forma normal más simple de campos vectoriales

resonantes. El desarrollo teórico presentado en este trabajo puede ser aplicado

en forma general al modelado de sistemas no lineales con resultados más

precisos que los obtenidos con los ya existentes. Adicionalmente, el marco de

referencia matemático permite la consideración de sistemas dinámicos con

variaciones paramétricas y puede aplicarse a sistemas no resonantes y

resonantes.

Se desarrollan dos extensiones analíticas a la teoría de formas normales y

se investiga la precisión de las soluciones obtenidas. Primero se deriva un

modelo conceptual para determinar la representación de forma normal de

sistemas no lineales de alta dimensión, basándose en una transformación de un

solo paso entre el sistema original y la forma normal en la cual se evita la

reducción de la variedad central. Esta transformación permite establecer una

metodología selectiva para el tratamiento de efectos no lineales inherentes al

cambio no lineal de coordenadas. Se obtienen criterios analíticos que describen

la precisión de la representación de forma normal son obtenidos y se sugiere

una interpretación física del modelo.

Se presenta también una extensión de esta formulación para el cálculo de

la forma normal real de un campo vectorial que esta en la vecindad de una

condición de resonancia fuerte. Utilizando una transformación especial de

coordenadas real-valuadas en el espacio físico, se propone una técnica para el

cálculo de la forma normal real. A diferencia de las representaciones existentes,

los coeficientes de la transformación de forma normal y el campo vectorial

simplificado son reales, lo cual permite el estudio de campos vectoriales

resonantes directamente en el espacio físico original.

Los resultados presentados en este trabajo son los primeros en abordar el

problema del análisis de la forma normal real de campos vectoriales de

dimensión grande que exhiben una condición de resonancia fuerte. Se

presentan cálculos numéricos y simbólicos detallados con el objeto de ilustrar la

efectividad y aplicabilidad de la técnica analítica propuesta.



Higher order normal forms analysis of resonant power systems using non-

recursive approaches

Abstract

In this dissertation, a systematic framework for computing the simplest high-

order normal form of resonant vector fields is presented. The theoretical

development in this work may be applied rather generally to model the

dynamics of general nonlinear systems and results in more accurate solutions

than existing procedures. In addition, the mathematical framework permits

consideration of general dynamic systems with general parametric variations

and is applicable to both, resonant and non-resonant systems.

Two analytical extensions to existing normal form theory are developed,

and the accuracy of the solutions is investigated. A conceptual model is first

derived to construct the simplest normal form representation for high-

dimensional nonlinear systems, based on a one step transformation between the

original system and the normal form in which the use of center manifold

reduction is avoided. Such a transformation allows the methodology to more

selectively treat the occurrence of higher order nonlinear effects arising from

the inherent nonlinear change of coordinates, and leads to the simplest normal

form. Analytical criteria to describe the accuracy of the resulting normal form

representation are derived and a physical interpretation of the system model is

suggested.

An extensión to this formulation is also presented for computing the real

normal form of a vector field in the vicinity of a strong resonance condition.

Making use of a special real-valued nonlinear transformation of coordinates in

physical space, a technique for the computation of a real normal form is

proposed. Unlike existing representations, the normal form transformation

coefficients and the simplified vector fields are real, thereby enabling the study

of resonant vector fields directly in the original, physical space.

The results presented here are the first to address the question of real

normal form analysis and simplification of high-dimensional vector fields in the

vicinity of a strong resonance condition. Detailed symbolic and numerical

calculations are presented to illustrate the effectiveness and applicability of the

que.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1 . 1 Background and motivation

Nonlinearity is a ubiquitous feature of physical systems which has profound im

plications for their dynamics. Recent analytical studies reported in the literature,

have shown that the dynamic response of stressed power systems subjected to

critical contingencies may result in a complex nonlinear dynamic phenomenon that

is not accounted by conventional linear analysis techniques [l]-[3] A clear under

standing of the underlying mechanisms leading to the observed nonlinear

phenomena is only emerging and accurate analytical techniques are required to

analyze and characterize the observed system behavior [4].

The mathematical analysis of system dynamic behavior begins with the

derivation of a nonlinear system model obtained by approximating the center

manifold of the system model at an equilibrium, by a truncated power series

[5],[6]. This approach has the advantage that each term in the truncated series has

an obvious physical interpretation. The use of these expansions, however, has been

limited to low-order representations in which the non-essential part of the system

dynamics is neglected.

The criteria for choosing the relevant dynamics seem to be based on numeri

cal experimentation to simplify the system model. Errors introduced by neglected

dynamics can be considerable, especially for operating conditions near critical

equilibria. For reliable analysis of complex systems, the influence of the neglected
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terms has to be inferred, and methods to improve the basic system formulation

have to be developed.

In systems where nonlinearities are strong, or highly stressed, intermode

coupling effects are shown to be significant and the higher degree terms can not be

neglected [7]-[12]. Because of the complexity involved in the analysis, the predic

tion of this phenomenon is extremely difficult.

Current simulation-based analysis procedures fail to predict the ensuing os

cillations or may provide an incomplete characterization of the underlying

phenomena giving rise to the oscillatory phenomena. This has prompted the need

for improved modeling and characterization of nonlinear oscillations.

Various approximations have been used in the literature to investigate

nonlinear behavior [13]-[16]. Among them, the method of normal forms has been

successfully applied to investigate various aspects of system dynamic behavior

such as intermode coupling [17], harmonic generation and intermodulation [18],

and dynamic bifurcations. This method is particularly attractive for the study of

nonlinear effects arising from the series expansión of the original nonlinear power

system representation, and can be used to analyze and design system controllers.

Analysis, however, has so far been limited to low-order (second order) ap

proximations. Such an approximation may fail to identify and characterize the

nonlinear process underlying the dynamical system or result in incomplete system

characterization. Results from recent investigation suggests that higher dimen

sional representations may be needed to fully extract nonlinear power system

behavior especially under heavy stress or heavy loading operating conditions.

Existing formulations present several limitations when applied to complex,

higher order representations. Furthermore, current approaches are sensitive to the

presence of various types of resonances and the use of physical units in the analy

sis [19]-[21].
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As discussed in this document, new features must be devised because exist

ing analytical approaches are no longer effective to represent the essential system

dynamics.

1.2 Problem statement and research objective

Nonlinear power system analysis by means of perturbation theory has been the

subject of considerable interest over the years. Power system behavior is governed

by highly-complex nonlinear systems of equations, the modeling of which has

been approached in a number of ways. A rich variety of nonlinear behavior has

been found by direct simulation, some of which can be explained with normal

form theory.

In the field of power system dynamics, few models exist that can be studied

purely analytically. In current practice, the mathematical analysis of system

nonlinear behavior begins with the derivation of a system model obtained by ap

proximating the original nonlinear system model by a truncated power series (a

low-order representation). This higher-order dimensional representation is implic

itly assumed to contain more information about the system dynamics than the low-

dimensional models. Extracting nonlinear characteristics from these models, how

ever, is difficult due to the complex nature of dynamic coupling arising from the

nonlinear interaction of the system modes of oscillation.

Of special physical interest is the case of nonlinear processes with dynamics

cióse to a linear (or higher-order) resonance condition in which two or more eigen

values interact. These conditions may arise from the natural variation of power

system parameters or result from the mathematical linearization of the power sys

tem model.

Nonlinear models for the study of resonant vector fields have been the sub

ject of extensive theoretical study. The fundamental idea behind these approaches

is to employ successive, nonlinear coordinate transformations to systematically

obtain a simpler or normal form of the original differential equations up to the de-

3



sired order of approximation that keeps the dynamical properties of the original

system unchanged. Based on this analysis, the normal form coefficients of the re

duced vector field on the center manifold in terms of the Taylor coefficients of the

original differential equations can be computed.

The NF computation is carried out order by order in a recursive form using

sepárate nonlinear transformations. This approach has several disadvantages:

• At each order of the normal form computation, higher order terms are

generated which are not fully accounted for in successive computa

tions. This may add to the complexity of the problem or result in

additional errors.

• It is difficult to determine the exact order at which to trúncate the

normal form approximation.

• The explicit formulas of normal forms in terms of the original nonlin

ear system are difficult and computationally time-consuming.

• The analysis of nonlinear behavior in the neighborhood of a linear

resonance conditions does not present reliable information.

• A final issue that naturally arises is that of determining the nonlineari

ties and the order at which normal form analysis is truncated.

This has hampered the application of normal form theory to practical prob

lems. In addition, we can make the following observations based on the previous

discussion:

• At each step of the NF transformation procedure, the initial conditions

in the new coordinate system are determined by solving a set of

nonlinear algebraic (constraint) equations. The results are then

mapped back into physical space, enabling closed form solutions to be

determined. Since, the normal form coefficients are complex, this for

mulation requires the solution of a complex set of nonlinear algebraic

equations.

4



• The conventional normal form does not yield the simplest normal

form. Such a further reduction is very useful in analyzing higher di

mensional and/or higher order nonlinear dynamical systems.

In the light of the above discussion, this thesis discusses the use of altérnate

normal form representations to compute the simplest normal form representation

of a nonlinear vector field. An efficient, explicit method is devised to compute the

normal form of a high-dimensional system which avoids the use of center manifold

reduction. This method enables the essential dynamic of the system to be captured,

and retains the physically meaningful state variables and parameter structure of

the full system. In this procedure, a novel, non-recursive algebraic procedure is

derived that enables the normal form and associated nonlinear transformations for

both resonant and non-resonant systems to be reliably computed.

For simplicity, attention is restricted to the study of third-dimensional rep

resentations, but the theory and analysis methods, can be easily generalized to

other types of nonlinear representations. These results are then used along with the

normal forms theory to predict the behavior of resonance and off-resonance condi

tions. Several nonlinear measures are evaluated as a by-product of these

computations. In particular, we propose techniques for identifying the sources of

error affecting normal form results and derive analytical criteria to determine

nonlinear modal interactions in both, physical and modal coordinates.

In the following section we provide a brief and selective review of some as

pects of nonlinear systems theory that are directly relevant to the analysis of

resonant vector fields. Recent work on a conceptually new and computationally

efficient technique for computing higher order normal form representations based

on general framework described above is outlined. Further, áreas in which our un

derstanding is incomplete, and which deserve further study are discussed, in

particular the effects of higher order resonances, fundamental limitations of exist

ing approaches, and the development of structure-preserving models.
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The methodology is not restricted to non-resonant systems, and we can en-

vision employing the procedures presented here in a variety of other nonlinear

processes.

1 . 3 Review of previous work

Higher-order perturbation analysis is becoming of increasing importance in many

power system applications because of the need to more accurately approximate

system behavior. The first applications of normal form theory in the field of power

system dynamics date back to the 1990s. In these works, investigators at Iowa State

University discussed the use of weak perturbation theory to analyze and character

ize structural properties resulting in nonlinear system behavior [1],[7],[8],[10].

These early simulations of classical power system models suggested that low-

dimensional models obtained from normal form theory can capture, and help ex

plain, major aspects of system dynamic behavior such as mode interaction and the

effects of structural characteristics on system behavior. More recent applications of

these methodologies included the analysis of the significance of the higher order

Taylor's representation in the behavior of stressed power systems and the deriva

tion of nonlinear interaction Índices [1]. A particularly interesting aspect of this

study is the development of closed-form analytical solutions to system behavior.

In the bulk of these applications, normal form theory is used to investigate

nonlinear effects arising from the perturbation model of the power system dy

namic representation with a view to detect the occurrence of nonlinear interaction

between the fundamental natural modes of oscillation of the system.

Common and notable features of these approaches are the rebanee on the

use of regular perturbation methods based on a low-dimensional Taylor's formula

and on center manifold reduction to develop approximate models of system dy

namic behavior. A nonlinear coordinate transformation coupled with an

optimization problem is then used to map the information in normal form space to

physical space. This results in closed-form solutions in which the effect of mode

interaction is clearly separated.
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This approach has been advocated by many researchers and forms the basis

of most existing power system normal form analysis results [4],[9]. The need for

improved modeling has led to the formation of the IEEE Task Forcé on Assessing

the Need to Include Higher Order Terms for Small-Signal (Modal) Analysis. The

work summarizes and discusses current advances in modeling and controlling in

ter-area oscillations using small-signal (modal) analysis [4].

The following sections review previously published literature pertaining to

the mathematical methods that are used in this dissertation. We review several

applications that explicitly acknowledge normal form theory to evalúate various

aspects of system nonlinear behavior in order to place in perspective the relevance

of this research.

1.3.1. Generalization to high-dimensional nonlinear systems

A key challenge for obtaining reliable reduced order dynamic models becomes ac

curate computation of normal forms for high-dimensional nonlinear systems.

Despite the wider application of conventional methods, the generalization of these

techniques to address higher-dimensional systems remains an open problem.

Among the major impediments to a more extensive use of nonlinear methods are:

(i) the problems involved in the construction and representation of high-

dimensional nonlinear systems, and (ii) the computational difficulties encountered

in subsequent oscillation analyses to determine the normal form and the associated

transformation coefficients.

As pointed out in this research, current formulations may be adapted to

more general system representations, but substantial difficulties arise in the solv

ing of high-dimensional systems without the simplifying assumption of system

reduction. The only theory to date with that attempts to solve the problem of di

mensionality is the structure-preserving NF approach introduced by Martínez et al.

[3],[14] In this work, a structure preserving model of the system is proposed

based on the combined use of normal form theory and singular perturbation tech

niques.
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The simplest NF of high-dimensional systems was introduced in the context

of power system normal form analysis by Betancourt et al. [23]. More recently,

Amano et al. proposed the development of nonlinear stability indexes of power

oscillation modes using high-order normal form analysis [3].

These investigations are based on a recursive approach [14],[3] in which the

normal form of a high-dimensional vector field is derived recursively, order by

order. The procedure has been used in various disciplines, other than power sys

tems, including fluid mechanics, process identification and control in chemical

engineering and Neuroscience [5], [6].

There are several drawbacks to classical normal form analysis. The first is

that, using recursive approaches, nonlinear interactions that need to be eliminated

by successive transformations are ñor properly modelled. Further problems with

classical NF analysis arise in the computation of the simplest normal form repre

sentation for high-dimensional systems.

Chapter 3 discusses in detail this aspect of normal form analysis.

1.3.2. Assessment ofnonlinear mode interaction

In the past decade studies on nonlinear mode interaction have received consider

able attention [1],[2],[4] In particular a great deal of effort in the study of power

system behavior has focused on the role of mode interaction on control perform

ance and system nonlinearity. Results from this early work indicated that the inter-

area mode phenomenon occurs as a result of nonlinear interaction between the

dominant natural modes of oscillation of the power system [1]. Although evidence

has emerged that this information can be used to provide estimates of nonlinearity,

and the interactions of the fundamental modes of oscillation with other system

modes, its effects remain largely unknown.

The role of nonlinear mode interaction was first described by Vittal et al. in

his study of stressed power system behavior [1]. The results indicate that, nonlin

ear oscillations involving a large number of machines may occur as a result of

8



nonlinear interactions between the dominant natural modes of oscillation of the

power system. To capture properly the influence of dynamic nonlinearities on mo

dal interaction, analytical Índices based on the closed-form system response have

been developed.

Research on nonlinear mode interaction took a major step forward with the

work of Yorino et al. [13] who characterized parametric resonance in simplified

power system representations. Other examples of recent work on nonlinear mode

interaction include the work of Messina et al. [24] and Xi et al. [25], among others.

Parallel work Barocio and Messina explored the use of normal form theory to as

sess various aspects of nonlinear behavior and the location of system controllers [9-

11], [23-24]. More recently, Liu et al. have extended power system normal form

theory to lócate and design power system controllers [12].

The key fact to us of importance here is that mode interaction may affect

control performance and location.

1.3.3. Near resonance conditions

Evidence from analytical simulations has shown that linear and higher order reso

nances can affect normal form results and interpretation. Among the earliest

studies of system nonlinear behavior were those of Yorino and other Japanese

scholars who considered the possibility of auto-parametric resonance in power

system behavior [13].

The concept of strong resonance was introduced in the concept of power

system dynamic behavior by Dobson and Barocio [19], and Dobson [26]. Using

symbolic examples, the authors showed that normal form coefficients and índices

may become very large near a strong resonance in the system linearization. One of

the interesting findings of this work is that the problem can be avoided if one

chooses scaling appropriate to the physical phenomenon under study.

Other studies addressing the role of resonance conditions in system per

formance include the works of Barocio et al. on the analysis of factors affecting

9



normal form results and the study of strong resonance arising from linearization of

a parameter-dependent state matrix [21],[27] and Liu et al. [12].

More recently, the author introduced a novel, efficient method to compute

the system nonlinear representation of resonant vector fields that avoids the use of

center manifold reduction and arbitrary scaling [16]. The work examines both the

resonance and off-resonance behavior of complex systems using a non-recursive

approach. The analysis approach provides significant advantages over existing

formulations by providing a framework in which to treat linear and nonlinear

resonances, and by incorporating real, nonlinear coordinate transformations. These

works demónstrate and emphasize the need for higher-order nonlinear estimation

of dynamics in physical space.

1.3.4. Computation of the simplest normal form

Recently, many researchers have paid attention to further reduction of conven

tional normal form [29]-[32]. In conventional normal form theory, the vector field

is expanded into vector homogeneous polynomials up to the desired degree of ap

proximation. Then, the normal form computation is carried out order by order.

Conventional normal form (CNF) analysis approaches consider only simplified

models and do no take account of higher-order effects of interest in the analysis of

highly stressed systems.

For system in which the dynamic response can be approximated by a low

order system representation, classical normal form theory provides a good ap

proach to system modeling. It is observed that the approximation of true system

behavior by a low-order system model can introduce large inaccuracies into the

solution process, depending upon the solution procedure.

For very large systems, determination of the simplest normal form has not

been pursued, due to challenges in solving the constraint (network) equations. As

pointed out by many researchers [4] [23], calculation of high-dimensional normal

form representation requires accurate modeling of neglected dynamics.
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Efforts to improve normal form computations beyond the CNF analysis in

clude step-by-step recursive approaches to normal form computation [14],and the

computation of nonlinear stability indexes of power oscillation flow [3]. Unlike

CNF analysis, the nonlinear terms arising in the nonlinear transformation are as

sumed to be small, but not negligible. While these approaches may be applied to

médium size problems, the methods are very computationally intensive and their

ability to produce highly stressed conditions has not been shown in the literature.

A noteworthy recent attempt to investigate the question of simplified nor

mal form representations in the case of stressed power systems is that of

Betancourt et al. [16] in which a real, one-step nonlinear transformation between

the original system and the simplest NF is used. The method does not rely on cen

ter manifold reduction and is more direct and efficient that other existing

formulations. The results are particularly interesting since information about reso

nances and bifurcations can be obtained directly in physical space.

This aspect of normal form computations has, to date, received little atten

tion, and consequently the development of models which might be employed is at

an early stage.

Various analytical issues remain to be resolved, however, especially con

cerning the need to preserve network structure [22]. As discussed in [23], general

analytical results are not possible and even specific results are rare. A final issue

arises in the extraction of the essential dynamics using Índices or measures of

mode interaction, and the assessment of network and load characteristics on sys

tem dynamics. Further, improved methods for nonlinear analysis of higher-order

resonant systems are needed.

The work presented in this document is a step in this direction.
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1.4 Objectives of this dissertation

This thesis is concerned with the development and generalization of existing nor

mal form theory to compute the simplest normal form of resonant vector fields,

which are described by nonlinear ordinary differential equations with the follow

ing objectives:

• To introduce a new analysis approach to compute the simplest normal

form representation, which overcomes the limitations of existing

analysismethods

• To explore the use of non-recursive technique to simplify the nonlinear

structure of vector fields. A particular aspect of interest is the deriva

tion of the simplest normal form for a given operating condition

• To assess of the effects of higher-order nonlinearities on system behav

ior and investigate errors arising from the various simplifying

assumptions in simplified normal form representations.

• To develop a general framework for the study and characterization of

system dynamic behavior in the vicinity of resonant conditions.

A further objective is the computation of real normal forms or nearly resonant

power systems of interest in the study of voltage stability.

1.5 Contributions of this dissertation

The following aspects of his work constitute original contributions.

1. The development and evaluation of a new formulation, based on nor

mal form theory, for the study and characterization of nonlinear

oscillatory behavior in complex, high-dimensional systems.

2. The derivation of higher-order normal form representations for the

analysis of stressed system performance.

3. The generalization of existing approaches to permit the study of both,

resonant and non-resonant vector fields.
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4. The establishment of a general framework for the derivation of real

normal form representations of nonlinear systems

1.6 Outline of the dissertation

This document is organized as follow. Chapter 2 contains a brief introduction to

the standard normal form theory for weakly nonlinear systems which are based on

regular approaches. The review emphasizes the main limitations of present analy

sis approaches and motivates the need for improved system modeling. A novel

technique based on the non-recursive approach, to compute the normal form and

the associated nonlinear transformation is introduced. Attention is focused on the

computation of residual terms generated by high-dimensional system representa

tions. We dose this chapter with a brief discussion of deterministic perturbations

on the system.

Chapter 3 extends and generalizes the non-recursive approach to analyze

resonant vector fields. Expressions for the determination of the normal form coeffi

cients under non-resonant and resonant conditions are devised. Mechanisms

responsible for the formation of linear resonances of parameter-dependent sys

tems, and for the generation of nonlinear system characteristics are discussed. The

procedure allows both, the nonlinear characterization of resonant vector fields as

well as the identification of mechanisms responsible for nonlinear behavior.

Chapter 4 discusses the application of the proposed methods to the study of

power system nonlinear behavior operating cióse to a resonant condition. In par

ticular, a detailed bifurcation and stability analysis is given for the resonant case,

which shows that conventional analysis techniques may fail to provide complete

characterization of system behavior. We end the chapter with a critical interpreta

tion of the results.

Chapter 5 provides a general discussion of the overall results and presents

recommendations for future related áreas of study. Finally, general conclusions in
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Chapter 6 are followed by Appendix A, which provides some details about real

normal form theory, and Appendix B, which provides data for the test systems.
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Chapter 2

The Method ofNormal Forms forVector

Fields

77ie method of normal forms is one ofthe more useful and important techniques to analyze nonlin

ear dynamical systems near singularities. With this technique, it is possible to obtain the simplest

form ofa set of non-linear differential equations and, henee to study and identify the nature of local

flows using standard linear analysis techniques.

The chapter contains two parts aimed at addressing each of these issues. The first part is a

critical, focused survey, of the current state-of-the-arte approach in classical normal form theory

and power system normal form computational capabilities. The review treats recursive algorithms,

the role ofdiagonalization, the dynamical interpretation of normal form coefficients, and some rele

vant limitations.

The second part of this chapter introduces a new approach for normal form analysis of

nonlinear systems described by differential equations, based on a modified Poincaré-Dulac normal

form theory. A general nonlinear theory is presented for treating nonlinear vector fields and com

puting the normal forms of ordinary differential equations based on Kronecker algebra and

perturbation theory, along with ideas of extensión of the methodology to allow construction of the

simplest possible normal form. Such an expansión simplifies the analysis of high dimensional

nonlinear systems and can be used for studying internal resonances and dynamic bifurcations.

The present method is quite general and extends readily to high dimensional systems.
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2. 1 Introduction

Normal form theory is a powerful tool that allows the systematic simplification of

nonlinear vector fields. The theory of normal forms plays an important role in the

study of the dynamic behavior of nonlinear systems near equilibria because it

greatly simplifies the analysis and formulations.

As outlined in the introductory Chapter, the underlying idea of normal form

theory is to find an analytical nonlinear change of coordinates with the origin as a

fixed point, such that the original vector field becomes simpler to study in terms of

the new variables [1]; the simplified vector field is called the normal form of the

original system. Several review articles describe and classify existing normal form

approaches.

While the underlying idea is straightforward, the amount and complexity of

the analyses required to determine the normal form increases rapidly with order. It

recent years, a number of systematic approaches have been developed and applied

to large-scale nonlinear models with limited success. However, a number of open

issues remain with these methods, including the complexity of computations, the

non-uniqueness of the normal form, and the computation of the simplest normal

form.

In the following, we give a detailed overview of order-by-order normal form

methodology with an emphasis on the development of higher order representa

tions. Attention is also focused on identifying the limitations of exiting approaches

in the context of practical system applications.

Drawing on the combined use of perturbation theory, and Kronecker forms, a

systematic approach to compute high-dimensional normal forms is presented that

circumvents some of the limitations of existing approaches. By extending the basic

approach, we develop in this Chapter a more general approach for nonlinear sys

tems whose nonlinearities are ñor necessarily small and that can treat internal

resonances.
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2.2 Classical normal form theory

The method of NF enables to study the behavior of a vector field near a singularity

by reducing it via a suitable change of coordinates to a simpler form. Existing ap

proaches to higher normal form analysis are based on recursive computation of the

NF coefficients and the associated nonlinear transformations. Conventional normal

form (CNF) analysis uses the A>th order near identity transformation to remove

the k -th order nonlinear terms. Given several simplifying assumptions, a

straightforward technique can be used to estimate the normal form up to a desired

order of accuracy.

The process usually includes three main steps [2],[3]:

(a). The system is expanded in power series about an equilibrium condi

tion

(b). The resulting system is represented in the Jordán canonical form by a

linear transformation of the original variables, and

(c). The system is represented in the normal form by a sequence of nonlin

ear coordinate transformations

Steps (a) through (c) are discussed in more detail below.

We begin with a short survey of present-day research.

2.2.1. Description ofthe nonlinear model

Consider a general, n -dimensional nonlinear dynamical system described by the

nonlinear ordinary differential equations

i = f« (2.1)

where x is an n -dimensional vector of system states , the function f(x) : R" -> R" is

a real smooth vector field satisfying f(0) = 0 .
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Assuming without loss of generality that x(0) = x°, represents an equilibrium

point and expanding the vector field in a Taylor series about that point, we can

write [3]

x = fI(x)+zf,(x) + 0Í"-1 ) (2.2)

where f,(x) = A,x with A, = Dí(\)\ 0 the Jacobian matrix of the system evaluated

at the equilibrium condition, ft(x), k = 2,...,p contains the nonlinear part, p

represents the desired order of approximation and ■3fx|p+ j are the terms in x of

order p + 1 and higher.

In (2.2), the fk (x) e R", the real vector space of vector fields whose components

are homogeneous polynomials of degree k given by

'*(*) =

/.(*)"

n

i •

Vl=l jk=l "Jl-Jk n •x/*

/*2tt
=

n

z •

71=1

' Z Fl ■ Xh
■

jk=l *71*7* *" ••xJk

/*"«
n

s •

.71=1

" ^ Fk ■ xJx
■

7*=i kn-Jk -" ■■xJk

(2.3)

where

a2/¿'W
'71.72

dxhdxj2

d3fi(_x)
AJ2Ji

ten^j^j,
for i = 1,2, ---./i ,

In matrix form (2.2) may be rewritten as [5], [6]
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X = A,x +

xrH^x
xrH*x

xrHjx

SH\

xTH¡

xTHn3

(2.4)

where A,x = f,(x) and the H¿, k = l,---,p are variational matrices associated with

the series expansión (2.3). See Martínez et al. [4],[6], for more details of this ap

proximation.

We remark that such an approach may be feasible for low-order systems but

becomes prohibitive as the order of the approximations increases. Further, the spe

cial nature of this model makes it very difficult to find general analytical solutions.

Henee, a different kind of formulation is advisable as discussed in section 2.3.

2.2.2. Transformation to the Jordán canonical form

Consider the «dimensional vector field (2.2). Let J have an eigenvalue set

(X, Aj ■■■Añ) with associated eigenvectors U = [u, u2
••• u_], and reciprocal ei

genvectors V = [v, v2
•••

vj. Then the linear change of coordinates

x = Uy transforms the system in (2.2) into its canonical form

y
= Jy+ i ft(y) +

k=2
4r) (2.5)

where y eC the «-dimensional vector of Jordán coordinates, J is in the Jordán

canonical form J = IT'AU, and the nonlinear terms can be represented in the form
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f*(y) = u-VUy) =

7*'(y)

n

I •

71=1

" Ai
• 2 F_.
7_=1 ** ■y* y*/'i

'

-yjk

Á2(y)
=

n

I •

71=1

» Ai

7_=1 "J\ ■Ay*'
■■y¡k

.A" (y).
n

z ■

.71=1

n A_
■ ^ F"

■Jk y*
'

yík

The basic idea of normal forms theory is to performance a sequence of trans

formations of a given differential equation, each successive sequence simplifying

the terms of the next degree, without affecting the simplified terms of lower degree

so that the end result yields a transformed differential equation in a normal (sim

ple) form which is easier to solve or analyze than the original.

2.2.3. Recursive formulation

The higher order normal form of a system of ordinary differential equations may

be obtained by performing a sequence of nonlinear transformations, which elimi

nate or greatly simplify successively higher order terms in
the Taylor expansión of

the right hand side of the system, up to an arbitrarily high order. The idea is to

simplify the higher order terms without changing the linear terms.

To make this statement precise we introduce the Poincaré-Dulac theorem.

Normal Form Theorem [1]. For the system (2.5), given the sequence ofdecompositions

Zm-X=<P(*m) = *m+hm(Zm)r- Zj=y. "1 = 2,3,...,? (2.6)

and any finite integer m, there exists a series of changes of coordinates and a neighborhood

ofthe origin, such that for z eC, the system is transformed to a system ofthe form

-7+K
z =Jz.+g2(zJ + g3(z ) + ... + § (z) + 0(|z|| ) (2.7)

In the equations above, <p(zm) is an invertible transformation,

K(zm) = .K&m) hl(zm)
■■■ hnm(zm)Y is a vector consisting of homogeneous

mth-order polynomials whose coefficients are to be determined, and
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ÍUOKgUO Él(*m) ■• g^(zw)f is the vector of homogeneous mth-order

polynomials whose coefficients are the resonant terms that can not be eliminated

by the nonlinear transformation (2.6). Equation (2.7) is said to be in normal form.

A proof of this theorem is given in [1], [3], and will not be repeated here.

Remark 1. As long as the number of iterations of the change of coordinates is finite, the

normal form (2.7) of(2.5) must be convergent on some neighborhood C ofthe origin. Ifthe

sequence of changes of coordinates is taken to infinity, the resulting sequence of transfor

mations may not be convergent.

In most cases, the valué of the series (2.6) is not known, and the above sim

plification procedure is carried out order by order [1],[6].

Precise mathematical criteria for its computation are discussed below.

Differentiating (2.6) with respect to time, we obtain

y
= D(^(zm))zm=zm+(z)hm(zm)).m=[l +Dhm(zj] zm (2.8)

where £>hm(zm) is the Jacobian of the nonlinear term hm(zm).

Substitution of (2.8) and (2.6) into (2.5) yields

z =[I +Dh (zj] •*(*,*- +K(lj)+ J/*(Z" +MZJ. + 0(|Zm +hm(Zm)|P+') (2.9)

where I denotes the nxn identity matrix. For |zm| sufficiently small, Z)hm(zm) can

be made arbitrarily small and thus [I + £>__m(zm)]_1 exists. More precisely, it then

follows that the inverse of D<p(zm)can be approximated by the binomial inverse

theorem [7],

[\ +D\\m(zm)V =I-Z)hm(zJ + o|zm|r1) as |zffl|^0 (2.10)

Substitution of (2.10) into (2.9) results in
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im=3zm+Jha(zJ-(Dhm(zj)jzm+tm(zJ +0(¡zS^ (2.11)

Note that, for each m^.2, hm(zm) is arbitrary. Now we will choose a spe

cific form for ¿m(zm) so as to simplify the m th -order terms as much as possible.

This would mean choosing hm(zm) such that

^MOK -Jhm(zJ =UO (2-12)

This equation is the homological equation associated with the linear vector

field Jzm . Equation (2.12) is a system of linear equation acting on a linear vector

space [1]. The solution for hm is determined by defining the linear operator in an

appropriate form.

In order to introduce these ideas, let us define the notion of the Lie bracket

operation associated with (2.12).

Definition 2.1[3]. Given two vector fields X and Y belonging to C", the Lie-bracket op

eration on these two vectors is defined as

[X,Y] = (DyY)X
-

Y(DXX) (2.13)

Using this definition, the homological equation (2.12) can be written as

Lj(hm(zm)) = -^m(zm),Jzm] =fm(zm) (2.14)

where Lj (•) is a linear operator acting over the linear vector space of homogene

ous polynomials of mth-order [1].

Since Lj is a linear operator, then the solution to (2.14) can be determined in

terms of the properties of a space complementary to Lj . Solving (2.14) is like solv

ing the equation Bw = b from linear algebra. More precisely, if fm(zm) is in the

range of £,(•), then all the mth-order terms (<9(||zJ|m)) can be eliminated from

(2.11). In any case, we can choose hm(zm) so that only the mth-order terms that are
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in a space complementary to Lj (•) , remain. We denote these terms by

gm(zm)eNuU(¿yO)

Thus, (2.11) can be simplified to

zm=Jzm+gm(zm) + 0(¡zmf+l) (2.15)

The demonstration of this assertion is discussed in detail in Arnold [1].

A case of special importance arises when the matrix J is in diagonal form,

J = A = diag\X, Á2
■•• An]. In this case, the Lie bracket equations (2.14) have a

straightforward solution. It can be easily shown that these solutions are of the form

[3]

, for (Xh +¿J2+- + XJm -A,)*0 (2.16)
'JX,J2,-Jm % +¿ +... + X -X

71 72 lm '

or

H'm =0

„n'J2'"'Jm .. íor(AJl+Aj2+- +AJm-A¡)
= 0 (2.17)

¿' = F'
°mJX,J2,-Jm mi\,h,-im

In the non-resonant case, (XJx +AJz +--- + A.J -A¡)*0, the computation of

normal form coefficients is straightforward and is given by (2.16). This case corre

sponds to the simplest possible normal form (2.15). In the more general case in

which matrix J is not diagonal, however, few results are known [9]. The study of

such systems is postponed until Chapter 3.

The above approach results in time-consuming, recursive computations in

volving the application of a sequence of nonlinear transformations. A detailed

analysis of the limitations of these approaches is given below.
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2.2.4. Ste-by-step nonlinear transformations

Existing approaches to higher order normal form analysis are based on a recursive

computation of the normal form coefficients and the associated normal form trans

formations. The derivation of higher order terms is described in [4],[8], and is

summarized here for completeness.

In conventional normal form theory, mth-order nonlinear transformation

terms are used to eliminate mth-order nonlinear terms of the system. We begin

with second order m = 2 .

More formally, let

y
= ?(z2) = z2+h2(z2) (2.18)

denote a near identity coordinate change with

h
2 (z 2 ) = V-2 (z 2 ) n2 (z 2 )

' ' '

K (z 2 )]
T

consisting of homogeneous second order

polynomials h[(zY) = z Z hl z-,.z-, whose coefficients h{ are to be de-r J 2 2

71=1 72=1 •A--/2 Jl 72 271.72

termined.

To the desired second order accuracy, the inverse transformation of <p(z2) is

[3]

z2=y-b2(y)+0Jy||3) (2-19)

Then

D(p(z2)) = I +D(h2(z2)) (2.20)

where Dh
2 (z 2 ) is the Jacobian matrix of h

2 (z 2 ) .

For ¡z2| sufficiently small, Z>__2(z2) can be made arbitrarily small and thus

[l +Dh2(z2)j exists. More generally, it then follows that the inverse of Z)<p(z2)can
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be approximated by

[l +Dhm(zm)Y =l-Dhm(zm) + (Dhm(zm)J -(DK(zm)J +... +o|zjr) (2.21)

or

[l +Dh2(z2)]"1=I-Dh2(z2) + 0|z2fm"2) as |z2|->0 (2.22)

where oftz2||2m_2j denotes linear combinations of terms of degree (2m-2) or

higher, and r is the order of the approximation.
-

Substitution of (2.18) and (2.22) into (2.9) results in

= ^I-Dh2(z2) + (Dh2(z2))2-(z)ht(z2))3+•■• + 0(|z2|,')

j(z2 +h2(z2))+ Z ik (z2 + h2(z2))+0(|z2 +h2(z2)|P )
k=2

Consequently,

Second Order Terms

(2.23)

P+U

¿2 =Jz2+Jh2(z2) + f2(z2)-Dh2(z2)Jz2+f3(z2) + AZ4fA(z2)
+ C?(¡z2|p ) (2.24)

where the ft(z2) represent terms of order k which have been modified by the

transformation (2.18) and the approximation (2.22). The first few terms are:

f3(z2) = f3(z2)-JDh2(z2)Jh2(z2) + (Dh2(z2))2Jz2-Z)h2(z2)f2(z2) +

£>f2(z2)n2(z2)

f4(z2) = f4(z2)-Dh2(z)f3(z2)-(z)h2(z2))'jz2+(z)h2(z2))2Jh2z2 +

(Dh2(z2)Ji2(z2)-Dh2(z2)Df2(z2)h2(z2)

It then follows that if h2(z2) can be chosen so that the commutator or Lie

Existing approaches are based on a first-order approximation ( r = 1 ) [2]
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bracket __y(h2(z2)) = [h2(z2),Jz2 = Jh2(z2)-(Dh2(z2)jJz2 caneéis every term in

f2(z2), all quadratic terms in (2.24) are transformed into cubic and higher order

terms2

The system obtained from this procedure is called a normal form. In CNF the

ory a particular choice of the coordinate change h2(z2) can be made by setting

resonant terms to zero ( g2 (z2 ) = 0 ) , such that

£,(h2(z2)) = [h2(z2),Jz2] =Jh2(z2)-Dh2(z2)Jz2=-f2(z2) (2.25)

and thus remove all second order terms in (2.24). In CNF theory, the resonant

terms _\2(z_) are se* *° zero, which simplifies the normal form transformation. Un-

der these circumstances, Eqn. (2.25) asserts that f2(z) satisfying L7h2(z2) = -f2 (z2)

can be found if the inverse operator L'} exists. With this choice for h2(z2), all the

second order terms of (2.24) will vanish and the approximation will be accurate to

second order.

By accounting for the resonant terms (the undetermined coefficients), how

ever, further reduction of the normal form is possible, leading to the simplest

normal form. In other words, the undetermined coefficients can be used to further

simplify the normal form. This aspect is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, where a

general procedure is proposed to deal with both, the normal form coefficients and

the resonant terms.

In this more general case in which resonant terms can not be eliminated,

Equation (2.24) takes the form

¿2 =JZ2 +§2(Z2) + f3(Z2) + tf(|Z2Í ) (2-26)

2 The quantity [h2(z2),Jz2 j = (D(Jz2))h2(z2)
-

(D(h2(z2)))Jz2 is known as the Lie or

Poisson bracket of the vector fields Jz2 and h2(z2)[3].
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where the g2(z2)are the terms that can not be eliminated by the second order

nonlinear polynomial change of variables, and the terms f3(z2) are third order

terms.

Remark 2. We note that the elimination of second order terms requires solution ofthe lin

ear problem (2.25). The terms which cannot be eliminates, which are the resonant terms

constitute the Poincaré-Dulac normal form and are related to the existence of some form of

resonance between the eigenvalues ofthe linear system.

Remark 3. We note that the f3(z) contain three components: the original terms in the

Taylor series expansión in (2.5), the third order terms introduced by the nonlinear trans

formation (2.18), and the approximation of (2.22)

(f3(z2) -(Dh2(z2))jh2(z2) + (Dh2(z2)f Jz2 -(/)h2(z2))f2(z2) + (Df2(z2))h2(z2)). In

other words, the cubic terms depend on the quadratic part ofthe transformation h2(z2) as

is typical in perturbation theory.

We then proceed to the next order and seek to simplify the third order terms

in (2.24) by introducing the near identity transformation z2
=

z3 + h3(z3). Applica

tion of this transformation to (2.24) results in

Third Order Terms

Z3=Az3+g2(z3+_t3(Z3))+j(h3(Z3))+f3(z3)-(l)É3(Z3))jZ3 +

?4(Z3 +h3(z3))+ Z \ (Z3 +h3(z3)) + 0(z3 +h3(Z3)lP+1)
(2.27)

Clearly, we would now like to choose h3(z3) such that

Jh3(z3)-(E»h3(z3))jz3 = -f3(z3)+g3(z3) (2.28)

The resulting system is

¿3 =JZ3 +g2(Z3) + g3(Z3) + f4(Z3) + J5fít(Z3) + 0(||z3|r+1) (2.29)
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where

f4(z3) = f4(z3) + (Dh3(z3))2Jz3

The key point to stress is that, at each order, a set of linear algebraic equa

tions of the form

[h,(z,),JztJ =Jhk(zk)-(Dhk(zk))jzk=-fk(zk) k = 2,3,-,q (2.30)

needs to be solved for computing the normal form and the associated normal form

coefficients. This set of equations will have a unique solution for the coefficient

vectors hk in terms of the fk, provided that the Lie bracket is invertible.

We must note that the procedure can continué up to the desired order p .

Remark 4. At each application ofa transformation ofthe form zt =zi+1 + hk+1(zk+{), the

k + 1 ferms are changed but not the lower order terms.

Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the solution procedure.

Ordír-by-onler
NF Merbod

y =Z,+ h2(z2)

Taylored nonlinearMystem

y
= Jy+£f*(y)+0(|y| )

*=2

z2=z3+h3(z3)
z2 = jz2 +<J?(|Z2| )

z?-fzí+Mz?>

ZÍ=JZ.+Z8</(Z<7)+ C>(-Z<7. }
m=l

Figure 2.1. The order-by-order normal form computation
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2.2.5. Error considerations

There are three main sources of computational error associated with CNF theory:

(a). Errors due to truncation in the numbers of terms of the inverse matrix (2.10). The

size of this error is dependent on both, the order of the approximation r
, and

amplification errors due to the sequential process

(b). Amplification of accumulative errors due to unaccounted terms in recursive solu

tions. In the conventional approach discussed in section 2.2.4, these terms are

not fully accounted for in successive computations

(c). Residual errors arisingfrom neglected resonant terms.

These observations are substantially confirmed in our numerical results in

Chapter 4.

We conclude this section with a few comments on CNF theory.

Comment 1. The NF theorem determines how much a vector field can be simplified, de

pending uniquely on its linear part. As discussed in Chapter 3, however, taking into

account the nonlinear terms, it is possible to obtain further simplifications in the classical

normal form. This leads to the notion of the simplest possible normal form.

Comment 2. The coordinate transformations are nonlinear functions of the dependent

variables, but these coordinate transformations are found by solving a sequence of linear

problems.

Comment 3. It is difficult to determine the exact order at which to trúncate (2.2) and

(2.10). Further, finding the explicitformulas for the normal form coefficients in terms ofthe

original nonlinear system is difficult and time consuming.

Furthermore, classical normal form theory is not adequate when the lin

earized system has Jordán blocks of different sizes with the same eigenvalue. Also,

the normal forms for complex high-dimensional systems and systems with inner

resonances are very hard to obtain by conventional normal form theories. This

provides motivation for more advanced formulations that address these issues.
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In an effort to reduce or eliminate these limitations, several analytical meth

ods have been proposed over the years to account for neglected terms in the above

formulation [9],[11].

The next section introduces a unified framework for performing local analysis

of nonlinear power systems based on Kronecker produets of matrices. Complete

expressions are derived for calculating the leading-order terms in the normal form,

using the concept of Kronecker forms and perturbation theory. This approach al

lows the study of high-dimensional systems and can be used to study various

aspects of nonlinear behavior such as internal resonances, bifurcations, and the

simplest normal form.

2.3 General framework for high-dimensional normal forms

This section generalizes the theory of normal forms to higher dimensional systems.

An innovative approach, based on Kronecker forms, to characterize high-

dimensional system is proposed. The method extends existent approaches [5] to

higher dimensions resulting in a systematic technique for the study of complex

systems.

2.3.1. Mathematical formulation

Consider an n-dimensional nonlinear system (2.1). We consider a consistent ap

proximation up to and including a given order p and write the vector field in a

perturbation series in x :

x = A-x-1- + Z A,x**' + 0(||x|f'+11) (2.31)

where, in terms of Kronecker forms

xW=x
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X121 = x®x =

JC,X

JC2X
= [*1*1 xxxn x2xx x-,x,2**n -•(-•"i <J

X13' = X ® X ® X

in which the symbol ® represents the Kronecker product of two matrices.

In the equations above, A, e R^is the Jacobian of f, the A¿eRra*r

k = \,--,p are the fcth-order derivative matrices of f, and xM =x®-.-®x, and

k-times

k

Ak € R™"1 represents a matrix whose rows are obtained stacking the columns of

UJk for /' = 1,2, •••,« . We point out that (2.31) is the generalization to p -th order of

(2.4) which forms the basis of the proposed formulation.

2.3.2. Vectorized operations and Kroneckerforms

Before presenting details of the proposed model, we review some basic principies

concerning Kronecker forms that will be especially important in our use of normal

form theory.

2.3.2.1. Approximation by a Kronecker sum

Definition 2.2. Consider two square matrices Mm,m and N„.n, of dimensions mxm and

nxn, respectively. Then the Kronecker sum betweenM and N denoted M © N is defined as

[10]

M©N =M®I„+Im®N (2.32)

where ln and \m are identity matrices ofdimensión n and m, respectively.
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Definition 2.3. The "vec" operation transforms a matrix M = [Ml M2
••• Mn]into

a column vector by stacking the columns of the matrix below each other. Thus, with the

matrix Mm,n, the (n*m) vector is defined as

vec(M) = MS =

M,

M2

M.

(2.33)

where the subscript
"

s "denotes stacking the columns of the matrix.

Some useful properties that relate the "vec" operation and the Kronecker

product are:

1) vec(MNP) = (Pr®M)N5

2) vec(MN) = vec(MNI) = (I ®M)N5

3) x®y = vec(yxr)

4) vec(x) = x

In terms of the notation above, it can be seen directly that the state represen

tation (2.4) can be written in altérnate form as

X- A,x +

vec(\ H2x)

vec(xrH^x)

vec(xrH^x)

vecíxrH^(l®x)xí
vec(xrHf(l®x)x)

vec(xrH^(l®x)x)

+ ••• (2-34)

where I ® x

Further, noting that
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vec(xTHJ2ii) = (xT ®xT)ñJ2s
= (H>J(x®x)

vec(xrH'(l ® x)x)= ((I ® x)x)r ®xrH

= (xr®xr®xr)H
= (H>J(x®x®x)

7

35

7

35

vec(xrH¿(l®...®x)x)=(H¿J(xM)

the terms of the series expansión in (2.34) can be rewritten as

(vec(H2)fx®x (H is)
A2x'2- = = X®

(vec(H2)fx®x (HjJ

(vec(H^)fx®x®x tor
A3x*3" = =

(vec(H^)fx®x®x («hf.

XQ9XQ9X (2.35)

2.3.2.2. The diagonal case

Similar to the previous developments in CNF theory, it can be shown that (2.31)

may be transformed via the linear change of coordinates x = Uy to

p

Z

_=2
y
= Ay +v£A,(UyfUO(|UyO (2.36)

Using the Kronecker property [N®MlP®Q] = NP®MQ, the system (2.36)

can be rewritten as
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y
= Ay+ÍCkyW+0<¡y(p+l]) (2.37)

where Ck = VAAU-** = VAAU®-..®U e Cnx"k A = U-IA,U is the diagonal matrix
k-times

of system eigenvalues; 0(¡y|í''+11) are the terms in y of order higher to p + 1 .

Another problem associated with the use of modal decomposition is the

computation of matrices Ck, since the determination of U®.*.®U demands a

k-times

great computational effort. The matrices Ck are full and it is therefore required

that the identical monomials be reduced.

2.3.3. Simplifying the second order nonlinearities

Following the procedure described in section 2.2, we use the m th nonlinear trans

formations to remove m th-order nonlinear terms. Starting with m = 2, consider a

formal nonlinear near-identity coordinate change of the form

y
= z2+h2(z2®z2) = z2+h2z221 (2.38)

2
15 uie vei_iui ui ocv.*_uiu uiucí iiuiulcu iuiiii Luuiuiiiciies aun i_2

r
*where z. is the vector of second order normal form coordinates and h, e C

TO

complex valued matrix with coefficients to be determined so that the system in

(2.37) not have second order nonlinearities.

Henee, insertion of (2.38) into (2.37), yields

íl + h2£> (z|2|)]z2 = Az2 +Ah2z221 + Z C,(z2 +h2z221)**" +<9(|z2 +h2z22|f+11) (2.39)
L 4

k__2 II ||

Now, applying the Kronecker rule for differentiation of vector produets,

——— = (I ® z + z ® I)z [10], the normal form system can be recast in the form

dz
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z2 =[l + h2(z2 ©z2)]-^Az2 +Ah2z'221 +ÍCk(z2 +h2z221)'** 4*

0(z2+h2z221 )

(2.40)

where z, ©z, denotes the Kronecker sum

To allow comparison with CNF theory, we expand the inverse matrix

[l + h2(z2 ©z2)]~" in an infinite series as [7]

[l + h2(z2©z2)]-' «1+ z (-iy(h2(z2©z2)y
7=1

(2-41)

The use of more general formulations that avoid the use of simplifying as

sumptions is discussed in Chapter 3 of this document.

Introducing (2.41) into (2.40), we can write

z. = 1+ z(-iy(h2(z2©z2)y
7=1

Az2 +Ah2z221 + z C¿(z2 +h2z'221)**. +
A=2

Oñz2 +h2z2
121 |[P+H

(2-42)

Carrying out the indicated operations, equating terms of like power, and re-

taining terms up to order p ,
it is obtained that

z2
= Az2 -l-Al^z!,1 -h2(z2 ©z2)Az2 +C2z2' +

Z C^zlf1 +Pz'(-l)>(h2(z2 ©z2))yAz2 +

A=3 7=2

P¿2(-l)7(b2(Z2©Z2))7Ah2Z221 +

7=1

pi2piJ(-\y(h2(z2 9*2)YckzM ^(hir1)
j=\ k=2

(2.43)

In order to emphasize these limitations and to have a comparison basis, we

consider the case in which these expressions are derived up to 3rd order.

It follows that the, above expression can be rewritten in synthesized form as
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second order terms

•y T v*-- ■■) Z ■*> Tv'i*') T

A=4
z2

= Az2 +Ah2z221 -h2(z2 ©z2)Az2 +C2z221 +C3z231 + Z Ctz2*' + 0(¡z2fp+l]) (2.44)

where, in view of the above transformations,

C3 =C3 +C2(I®h2 +h2 ®I) + T3 +T3 +íl3

with

T3 =h2[h2®I(A®I®I + I®A®I + I®h2(I®A®I + I®I®A)]

T3 =-h2(Ah2®I + I®Ah2)

_l3=-h2(C2®I + I®C2)

(2-45)

(2.46a)

(2.46b)

(2.46c)

We emphasize that the above terms arise due to change of coordinates (2.38)

and the use of (2.41).

2.3.4. The homological equation

The adopted approach provides a convenient form to interpret and solve the

homological equation in terms of the eigenvalues of the linear system. From (2.44),

it is found after a little algebra that all second order terms are annihilated when

Ah2z221+C2z22|-h2(I®z2+z2®I)Az2 =0 (2.47)

Moreover, by analogy with (2.25), we can write

-*-¿A(h2z22|) = -[h2z22|,Az2] =c2z221 (2.48)

where [ ] denotes the Lie bracket operator.

Referring to the Kronecker property
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[N ®MjP ®Q] = NP ®MQ

one thus has that (2.48) is transformed into

h2[l®A + A®l]-Ah2 =C2 (2.49)

where the term z[22] has been dropped for simplicity.

Equation (2.49) represents a set of linear algebraic equations which must be

solved for h2 . It should be emphasized that this equation has the structure of a

Sylvester equation and may exhibit, under certain circumstances, múltiple solu

tions, as discussed below.

2.3.4.1. Solution of the homological equation

In a variation to the present approach, the system (2.49) can be solved in closed

form using the "vec" operation [12]. The corresponding expression for the homo

logical equation is

vec(h2(I®A +A®I)-Ah2) = vec(C2) (2.50)

from which it follows immediately that

[l®(I®A +A®I)-A®I®l]h£s =C[S (2.51)

where the subscript "s" is equivalent to the vec operation. Solution is straightfor

ward, since for completely diagonal matrices, the solution is obtained by inverting

each diagonal term. In order to obtain a general derivation for the elements of the

transformation, we introduce the following definitions [12].

Definition 2.4. The eigenvalues of the Kronecter product of two matrices,M ® N, are the

mn numbers AkA¡, k
= \,2,---,m, l = l,2,---,n.

Definition 2.5. The eigenvalues of Im®M +N®I„ are the mn numbers Ak+A,,

k = \,2,---,m, / = 1,2,-,M

The linear system of (2.51) is block diagonal with n sub-blocks of dimensión
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n2xn2 having the next structure

I®(I®A +A®I)-A®I®I

n,

n.

n.

(2-52)

Concentrating on a diagonal term on the right hand side of (2.52), we ob

serve that

Uj =(I®A +A®I)-A;I'2I =

A + (A_~Aj)1
A + (A2-AJ)1

A + (An-Aj)l

(2.53)

Therefore, closed form solution of the linear system can be determined by

inverting (2.51) through the relation

n,
-i-i

n,

n.

nr'c2lr
n¡'c22r

n'r T

lln^2n

(2.54)

where h2 rand C2
T
denote the transposed of the /'th row of h2 and C2 respec

tively. It is immediately seen from the relation above that

h, =c2 n-' =c2

\\ + (A,-Aj)\Y
[A + (A2-Aj)lY

[a + íA.-A,)!]"1

(2.55)

Equation (2.55) has a unique solution when the eigenvalues of matrix

[i ®A + A® i] are not equal to the j-th eigenvalue of A ,
i.e.
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Ak+A,*Aj k = l,2,.

Solving (2.56), for h2 yields

C. C*U

Ax + A¡

C,
22,l

-A, A1+An- A,

Ax + A{
■

-¿2 Al+A„-A2

C2

Al+Al--K Ax+An- An

As expected, this solution is agreement with that obtained using CNF analy

sis in section 2.2 [5].

Thus, the second order normal form is

z2
= Az2 + g2z22' +C3z231 +0(|z2|[41) (2.58)

2

where the term g2 e C
™"

represents the second order resonant terms which ap

pear when (2.50) does not hold. Therefore,

^jk=C2jk (2.59)

2.3.4.2. Generalization to high-dimensional systems

The results of the preceding section can be readily extended to the case of high-

dimensional systems. Referring to section (2.2.3), consider the nonlinear transfor

mation

z2=z3+h3Z3:!1 (2.60)

where h3 e C
™"

is a complex valued matrix with coefficients to be determined so

that the system in (2.58) not have third order nonlinearities.

Using the same idea presented for the second order case, the third order

.,« / = l,2(...,n j = \,2,...,n (2.56)

"V--n+l

A„+Al -A,

-n+l

An+Al-A2

2 2 ,

n,n -n+l

An+A,-An

cv
K +An-■K

K

C2 2
n,n

h

K +K- k\

(2.57)
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terms are simplified and the process continúes order-by-order just to the desired q

order, choosing the components of the q -th transformation successively to elimi

nate or simplify as many terms as possible.

At q -th order the approximate NF representation for the system in (2.37) may

be written as

z9=Az9+j2gAzl*l+0(|z2|l9+11) (2.61)

where A = diag[Ax , A2 ,..., An], gk are resonance terms that can not be eliminated by

the k-th nonlinear transformations and 0(|z2|
q+

) denotes an expression contain

ing residual terms in zq of order q + 1 and higher.

The details for higher order representations are omitted but significant dif

ference with respect to developments using polynomials representations are

obvious.

2.4 Discussion

In this Chapter, a systematic analytical tool based on a modified normal form ap

proach to assess the influence of higher order terms on system dynamic behavior

has been proposed. Apart from its simplicity, the method is thought to have poten

tially important applications for dynamic analysis of general nonlinear systems.

These include the computation of high-dimensional normal forms and the associ

ated coefficients under resonant conditions and the study of various bifurcations.

For systems in which the dynamic response can be approximated by a low

order system representation, classical normal form theory provides a good ap

proach to system modeling. It is observed that the approximation of true system

behavior by a low-order system model can introduce large inaccuracies into the

solution process, depending upon the degree of stress in the system and the char

acteristics of the system model.

The generalization of this approach to simplify the computation of the sim

plest normal form is discussed in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 3

Computation of the Simplest Normal

Form

In the previous chapter, a general frameworkfor modeling of nonlinear systems based on recursive,

normal form computations was proposed. Some of the characteristics of recursive approaches,

however, limit their usefulness for certain applications. These limitations include: numerical

complexity ofthe algorithms, dependence ofthe recursive solutions on neglected terms, difficulty in

interpreting the solutions when the order of the power series expansión is high, and complexity in

the computation of initial conditions.

In this Chapter, assuming such a representation has been generated, a fundamentally new

technique for determining the simplest possible normal form is presented. Making use ofa special

real-valued nonlinear transformation of coordinates in physical space, a general technique for the

computation of the simplest, real normal form is proposed. The approach performs the computation

in a single step using sequential formulations based on linear equations and does not require

reduction of the center manifold. Expressions utilizing the proposed procedure are then derived to

compute the normal form transformation coefficients using an efficient linear procedure.

This approach is suitably general for application to a wide variety of nonlinear system and

can be used to study nonlinear behavior in the neighborhood of resonant vector fields and the study

of system bifurcatíons. Analytical examples are provided to demónstrate the properties of the

proposedformulation and improved performance realized by using high-dimensional approaches.
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3. 1 Introduction

The normal form method is an important tool for studying the behavior of

dynamic systems described by differential equations near singularities. So far,

most of the research effort has focused on developing normal form analysis

techniques suitable for non-resonant, low-dimensional systems.

Existing analytical methods for the analysis of nonlinear systems have

traditionally been restricted to low-dimensional system representations. Center

manifold theory is used to determine formulae for evaluating the coefficients of the

normal form coefficients. Whilst the center manifold approach is useful for

obtaining reduced-order system representations, solution of the manifold equation

becomes very complicated when higher order perturbation terms are considered.

These early approaches have a limited range of applicability due primarily to the

enormous algebraic complexity for systems of high order.

However, there are further results in the literature about the normal form

that suggest that the conventional normal form is not unique [1] ñor is the simplest

form and can be simplified further by introducing a similar nonlinear change of

coordinates [2]-[4].

One of the drawbacks of CNF analysis is that the calculation of the

coefficients involved in the nonlinear problem is specific to each problem, i.e.

reduction of Hopf and Saddle-node bifurcations to normal form, and is much more

complicated than the calculation of the conventional normal form. Depending on

the physical situation, certain non-algebraic conditions need to be satisfied in order

to have a solution [4]. Moreover, these approaches rely on symbolic computations

that make them unsuitable for real-world applications.

The increased complexity of such systems and the difficulties associated

with the solution and analysis of the corresponding models has motivated the need

for improved modeling techniques with the ability to analyze complex systems [5].

What is needed is a general approach for analyzing more general structures and

that can deal with resonant and non-resonant vector fields.
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The problem of finding the simplest possible normal form of a nonlinear

differential equation has been recently addressed by some researchers [3]-[6].

However, a general method for obtaining the SNF for a general nonlinear system is

lacking.

In this chapter, a general method for determining the simplest possible

normal form is presented, which is characterized by high accuracy and low

computational cost. Using a modified Poincaré-Birkhoff normal form theory for

nonlinear systems, a new technique is introduced that computes the simplest

possible real normal form. The method is general, requiring no preprocessing or

special model scaling. In addition, the algorithm is extended to deal with both

resonant and non-resonant vector fields and enables therefore the computation of

resonant normal forms

The mathematical framework permits consideration of general dynamical

systems which are not necessarily assumed in conventional normal form. We

demónstrate that the proposed approach can successfully resolve complex

dynamics and that it can capture the nonlinear behavior in cases where

conventional normal form theory fails.

3.2 Extensión to higher order systems

3.2.1 Theoretical background

Drawing on the general formulation in Chapter 2, consider a general n-

dimensional nonlinear system described by

x = f(x)*A,x+ Z A4x'*l+o|x|,p+l1) (3.1)

where p is the order of the analytical approximation, and A, denotes the

linearization of f

The method of normal forms enables us to analyze the behavior of the

vector field (3.1) by reducing it via a suitable change of near-identity coordinates to

a simpler form. In CNF theory, the coefficients of the ^rth-order nonlinear

transformation are used to simplify or annihilate the q th-order nonlinear terms.
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Standard theory indicates that non-resonant terms may always be eliminated from

the normal form. As discussed in our introductory discussion in Chapter 2, this

approach has several disadvantages: (i) At each step of the NF computation, higher

order terms are generated which are not fully accounted for in successive

computations, (ii) It is difficult to determine the exact order at which to trúncate

the normal form approximation.

Significant improvement in normal form computations can be gained by

noting that that reduction to normal form can be combined in a single step [6], [7].

In power system applications involving a large number of states, this approach is

often advantageous and may result in improved characterization of system

nonlinear behavior [5].

The key idea is to find an appropriate formal near-identity transformation

x = (p(z)

x = <p(z) = z + z hmz'm' (3.2)
m=2

such that the resulting system

z^A.z+ig.zNi+olxr") (3.3)
Í7!=2

becomes as simple as possible. In the equations above, z is the new set of

coordinates, <p(z) represents a nonlinear function of z, and hm and gk e R"*"*

denote the m th (Zcth)-order matrix homogeneous. We remark that, in general

q
>
p ,

which provides some degree of freedom to eliminate nonlinear terms. In

other words, in the proposed formulation, the coefficients of the ^th-order

nonlinear transformation are used not only to annihilate the q th-order terms, but

also to annihilate higher order terms.

Substitution of (3.2) into (3.1) yields

\Dz<p(z)\z = A^(z) + j2AA^(z))**l +o|z|fp+11) (3.4)
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It is clearly possible to choose the normal form transformation #>(z)in

various ways to simplify (3.3). More specifically, the analysis suggests that under

appropriate conditions, a one-step nonlinear transformation may be used to

annihilate nonlinear terms of order p . Motivated by this idea we next explore the

use of a sequential procedure which avoids some of the limitations of existing

approaches.

3.2.2 One-step nonlinear transformation

In the light of the previous discussion, we conjecture that a single nonlinear

coordinate-transformation of order q between the original system and the normal

form system can be used to annihilate terms of order p (with q> p). More

specifically, we seek a near-identity change of coordinates of the form

x = -p(z) = z + h2(z®z) + h3(z®z®z) +
... + h (z®-..®z) = z+ £ h_zN (3.5)

m=2

where the vector z denotes the new set of coordinates, z[m] = z® ■■•®z .

Use of the nonlinear transformation (3.5) in the system model (3.4), yields

d<p(z)

dz
z =

i r
1+ z hmDz(zlm])

m=2

z = A Z+ Z hmz|m)
m=2

+ Z AJ z-l- Z hmz|m- +

A=2

0<jz + Z hmzM )
m=2 ¡I

(3.6)

Making use of the procedure outlined in the Chapter 2, the above normal

have inverse,

r q ~_

form system can be solved assuming that the term I + í hmD, (z'mi)
|_ m=2

then the above system is rewritten as

z = 1+ z hm£>2(z-"")
m=2

-1 A,|z+ Z hmz*""|¡
m=2

[P+l|

0(¡z+ Z hmz""l'
m=2

_ AJz+ Z hmz|m| +

k=2 k\ m=2
m

)
(3.7)

where the k - fold product is defined to be
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[z+ £2hmzi«ii =rz+£2hmzw ®...® z+ £ h zi"1'
m=l

""

k-times

In standard normal form analysis, the inverse

approximated by

I+ZE^Íz""1)
T-l

m=2

IS

1+ z hmD,(zM)
m=2

-1

= I ("I)7
7=0

£ hmD,(il».)
m=2

as Izl -» 0 (3.8)

In a variation to the present approach the inverse expression in (3.8) is

avoided. One convenient way to do this is to express the analytical model (3.6) in

terms of the assumed normal form representation. Substitution of (3.3) in (3.6)

gives

1+ Z hMZ>_(z-"')
m=2

A,z+ ZgAz-m-+0(|z|,?+11)
k=2

= A, z+ Z h„z|ml
m=2

+

Z Ak
k=2

*
z+ Z h„,z|m|

m=2

1*1

+ (3.9)

o(Mr ])

Equation (3.9) can be solved explicitly for hm in terms of the resonant terms

gk in order to determine the ^r-th order normal form. Note that the only

approximation in equation (3.7) is that we have neglected higher order

terms tf|z|m).

We emphasize that by avoiding the approximation (3.8), a significant
q ~

number of terms that depend on powers of [ í hmD,(zi "■')]>'vanish; thus reduces

the complexity of the expressions involved in the compute of the nonlinear

transformations.

A brief outline of this procedure is given below.
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3.2.3 Reduction to the simplest normal form

In order to more clearly illustrate the nature of the proposed model, we analyze

each term in (3.9) separately. It is readily apparent that that the left hand side term

in (3.9) can be expressed as

D (z+ £ h z*m0 ='A ti m '

(3.10)

(I + h2(I®z + z®I) + h3(I®z®z + z®I®z + z®z®I) + .-.)¿

or

Dz(z+ £hmzi-i) = I + h2zl2+h3hl3+-. + h?z, =(I+ £hmzIm)z (3.11)

where in the above use has been made of the property
*■*---*

^
= (I®z + z®I)z of

cz

the Kronecker product [8], and

z, =Z®I+I®Z

z, =I®Z®Z +Z®I®Z + Z®Z®I

In a similar manner, the first term on the right hand side (rhs) of (3.9) can be

arranged to give

z+ I h zi"'
.

m

m=2

=A,z+£ A.h^w (3.12)
m=2

in which no further simplification is possible.

The second term on the rhs of equation (3.9) is significantly more

complicated since it involves the Ar-fold Kronecker product of terms of the form

z+ £ hmz'm> This makes the analysis much more difficult; the reduction is not

m=2

straightforward and a general expression is not possible.

To gain insight into the nature of the proposed model and to illustrate

application of the procedure, assume that p
=

q in (3.9). Further, in the interest of

brevity and clarity, the following development is restricted to q
= 3 . Under these

assumptions, the second term on the rhs of (3.9), can be rewritten as
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3 r 3 ~ ~\w
SAjz+ZhzPi =.

*=2 |_ m=2 J

z+ £hmz[Ji
»=2

"

[21

+ A

r 3 ~ ll3"

([z+zhmzr,] (3.13)

Performing the above calculations, it can be proved that the terms of (3.13)

are given by:

Second order summations

A2[z + j2hmzW] =A2[z + J2hmzWl®[z + J2hfflzHJ
= A2[zt2l+z®( z hmz-m*) + (£ hmz-m")®z + (S hmz-ml)®(Z hmz[m|)l

L m-2 m=2 m=2 m=2 J

= A2[z[2'+ z (I®hm+hm®I)ztm+1"+ z Z(hm®__/)z-'"+/*l
L m-2 m=2l=2 J

= A2z-2* + A2(I®h2 +h2 ®I)z-3> +0(||z|[41)
= A2z-2-+A3z-3-+0(|z|f41)

(3.14a)

JZTiz'nf order summations

3 ~ i[3) r 3 ~

z+ z h„z[m| =A3 z+ z h„z[m|
m=2 m=2

Z+ Z hmz[m| |®[z+ Z h„z[m|
m=2 m=2

m=2

'1®["2= A3í"z + Z_hmz-m| |®|z-2' + ZjI®hm+hm®I)z-m+1- + Z_ Z (hm ®h/)ztm ¡

m=2 m=2 1=2

= A3rz[3l+z® z_(I®hm+hm®I)z-m+1|+z® z z (hm®h/)z-m+/' + z_hmz-m- ®z-2' |*+
m=2 m=2/=2 m=2

A3| í/hmz-m.® z_(I®hm+hm®I)z[m+1|+ Z hmz[m|® Z_Z (hm ®h,)z-m+/|l-Li m=2 m=2 m=2/=2

[5|,
= A3z-3UA4z-3'+0(|zr)

(3.14b)

In general this terms, can be obtained for a determined degree of truncation

of the series. More generally, these equations are of the form

z+ z hmz(m)
m=2

[*l

z+ Z hmz[m|
m=2

®.--® z+ z hmz[m|
m=2

k-times
(3.15)

= A,zI*l+A,+1z[*+1l+." + 0(|z|r?l)
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where Ak+i (k = 2,3,...) is a matrix generated by the nonlinear change of variable

involving produets between the matrices of the original vector field and the

matrices of the nonlinear transformation. These terms are the so-called residual

terms.

From the above expressions, we can make the following observations:

• The .r-fold product in (3.14) results in terms of order k -fl being

generated

• In particular, second order elements give rise to third order residual

elements

• The formulae to compute the residual elements are explicit, and result

in direct formulations.

We now illustrate the application of this approach for deriving the simplest

normal form of a cubic system.

Following the same approach as that used in the first two sections of the

Chapter, we derive a high order normal from representation. Substitution of (3.11),

(3.12) and (3.14) into (3.9) results in

"i + j2hmzIm Ja,* + i fciM + Ottf41)] = A,z + [A,h2 + A2]z->* +

[A,h3+A3+A3]z-3"-l-0(|z||[41)

where the coefficients hm are chosen such that the system in (3.6) is taken to the

normal form (3.3).

Carrying out the operations indicated in (3.16) and collecting terms at each

order, we obtain the following sequence of linear equations in terms of the system

parameters1 with the unknowns hk and gk for each equation.

1 This is referred to in this dissertation as the real normal form, since all the coefficients of the

nonlinear transformation are purely real. Appendix B provides a more detailed discussion of this

formulation.
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g2z^+h2zl2A,z
= [A1h2+A2]zm

g3z[3i + h3zl3A,z + h2zl2 g2z-*i
= [A,h3 + A2 + A3 ]z--*i

^ 1?)

g3z**i + h.z,. A,z + gtz(*i =[A,ht + A, +AJzW

where gk are the terms obtained from the simplification of the product

t hmz,m Z gtzt*i These terms are referred as the residual resonant terms.
m=2

And also in another useful form in terms of the Lie bracket operator, as

g^l-^ÍM-^A.z-2-

g3z-3> -¿/ll(h3z-3*) + __2zl2g2z-3. =[A3 +A3]z-3'

I**1*' -LAl(hkzW) + gkzW =[Ak +AJzW

(3.18)

After further simplification, equations (3.18) finally reduces to

g2+h2[A1®I + I®A1]-A1h2=A2

g3+h3[A1®I®I + I®A1®I + I®I®AI]-A1h3 +
=

-

+A (319)
h2[g2®I + I®g2]

' 3

More generally, for the k-th order, (3.19) can be written as

£ matrices

gt+htl'-I®-® A, ®-®I"--A,h4=At+At-gt (3.20)

j-th positíon

A few remarks are in order concerning the interpretation of these results.

Remark 1. We note that at each order k of the normal form computation, the algorithm

generates a set of algebraic equations. The equations obtained are linear in the unknowns,

but the terms involved in these linear systems contain nonlinear information about the

structure ofthe original model.
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Remark 2. Observe that, because the above expressions are linear in the unknowns, these

expressions can be transformed into an equivalent linear system. By setting the normal

form coefficients gk, to zero a solution is possible that ensures the simplest normal form

representation.

These homological equations are in general non-diagonal, sparse, and

require an iterative solution as discussed in the following.

3.2.4 Solution of the homological equation

Equations (3.19) represent a set of decoupled algebraic matrix equations which

must be solved sequentially starting with the second order case, since the terms of

higher order h^, k>2 depend on the lower order terms. This equation is

recognizable as a Sylvester-like equation which is present in other fields of

engineering and physical sciences [9].

There are two general approaches that can be used to solve these equations:

using iterative methods or direct linear methods. The second option is used here.

Now, following the general procedure outlined the Chapter 2, these matrix

equation can setting in a linear systems by applying the "vec" operator to the (3.19)

vec(g2+h2[A,®I + I®A1]-A,h2) = vec(A2)

vec(g3 +h3[A, ®I®I + I® A, ®I + I®I®A,]-A,h3) = vec(A3 + A3 -g3)

i (3.21)
k matrices

vec(gt+h4I..-I®...® A, ®--®l--A¡hk) = vec(Ak+Ak-gk)
j-th position

Equation (3.21) is a rather long and involved expression. It can be simplified

by first recognizing that the vec rule enables the product of matrices to be rewritten

as

vec(AB) = (I ® A)vec(B) = (Br ® I)AS (3.22)

With the aid of (3.22, (3.21) becomes
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t¡s +

g2rs+[l®(Af®I+I®Af)-A1®I®l]h¡s=A^
I®(A,r®I®I + I®Af ®I + I®I®A[)-

A, ®I®I®I
n3S

-

A3 5
+ AiS &3 5

lkS +

(3.23)
k matrices

I®Z-..I®...® A
7=1

A,®It

1

j-th position

ll-..-

k-times

vIt a T a T
—

T

"t S
=

AkS +AkS ~&ks

Under quite general circumstances, these equations admit a set of real or

complex solutions depending upon the adopted formulation. For the general case

the solution is obtained by introducing the Schur transformation. Details about the

use of Schur decomposition are given in Appendix B.

Note that the system in (3.23) is real and sparse; of order n3 «4 and

nk+l respectively. This is a linear system of the form Bw = b, where wis the vector

solution, for which several solution techniques are available.

From linear systems theory, the solution for this type of equations, can be

summarized in the following theorems [10].

Theorem 3.1. The system Bw = b is solvable ifand only if

rank[B b]=rank[fi]

Theorem 3.2. A matrix equation of the form MX + JXN = P has a unique solution ifand

only ifthe matrices M and -N have no eigenvalues in common.

The set of equations (3.23) has a unique solution when the following

conditions hold [10]

e/'g(A1®I + I®A1)^eíg(Al)

e/g(A1®I®I + I®A1®I + I®I®A,)^ejg(A1)

=
(3.24)

k matrices

eíg(Z-I'
7=1

)I-) = «g(A.)

j-th position

If any of these conditions holds, then the system is said to exhibit a high-
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order resonant condition; the order of the resonance is given by the leading

resonance condition in (3.24).

For this particular case, the solution for the linear system is infinite and the

resonant terms are determined by

k matrices

g* =Null(I® Z*"I®-..® Af ®-..®I...-A, ®!®..-®I)

j-th position
k-times

At this point is important to emphasize that the modified homological

equations obtained using this approach are general since they for the general

structure of the linear part.

Having computed the normal form transformation coefficients, the system

can be represented in the form

z = A1z + 0(||z|[?+") (3.25)

which reduces to z = A,zif nonlinear terms 0(¡z¡9+ ) are neglected.

The proposed normal form methodology can be synthesized in the next proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Given a nonlinear vectorfield oftheform of(3.1), this can be transformed

into a simplified linear system ofthe form

<t ~

z = A,z+ Z gkzw +ol4"")

by introducing a one-step nonlinear change of coordinates x = z+ z hmz*m| and solving a
m—i.

sequence of linear sys tems of the form

k matrices

~

I®Z..*I®---® A{ ®- .®l-.._

gí5 + j-th position

A, ®I®-..®I

k-times _

uT -AT .Ar _„T k-?---a
nkS

~

AkS +AkS 8/t «--A- -<?■
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3.3 Comparison with existing approaches

A major consequence of the presence of unaccounted terms in CNF is that the

computation of the normal form transformation coefficients is more complicated.

To illustrate this fact, consider a third order normal form representation. For the

sake of clarity, the analysis is restricted to the non-resonant case. Table 3.1

compares the formulae for computing third order terms obtained using CNF

theory and the proposed formulation.

A comparison of the expressions obtained using the SNF formulations with

that of conventional formal form theory is enlightening. We first note that third

order terms are dependent on second order computations2. Whereas the

computation of third order terms in the proposed formulation is straightforward,

the computation of third order terms in CNF theory is elaborated. In this case, a set

of linear algebraic equations must be solved recursively.

Table 3.1: Nature of third order coefficients for CNF and the proposed approach

Normal form

analysis Third order terms

Approach

C3 =C3 +C2[l®h2 +h2 ®i]+r3 + *F3 +íl3

T3 =h2[h2 ®l[A®I®I + I®A®l]+I®h2[l®A®I + I®I®Aj

Y3=-h2[Ah2®I + I®Ah2]

íl3=-h2[C2®I + I®C2]

CNF

(refer to

section 2.2)

Proposed

Approach
A3+A2[I®h2+h2®I]

Another important point is implicit in these expressions. As shown in Table

3.1, the order-by-order method requires three terms more that our approach to

compute the normal form representation. As discussed in our application of the

method in Chapter 5, this results in increased computer usage and a less efficient

!
The second order terms are identical in both formulations and are therefore not shown.
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computation of normal form coefficients. This effect becomes more pronounced as

the order of the system increases.

A number of remarks are in order in the derivation of (3.25).

• The above formulation is general and allows for the rigorous treatment

of both, resonant and non-resonant vector fields.

• The computation of normal form coefficients requires the solution of a

set of real, linear algebraic equations. This is an important

characteristic since complex solutions are avoided.

• Furthermore, the normal coefficients obtained by this procedure are

generally fairly efficient relative to conventional approaches

We now develop expressions for some particular cases and discuss the

nature of closed-form system solutions.

3.4 Illustrative example

In order to further illustrate the applicability and accuracy of the above approach

and introduce the general ideas that follow, consider a second order nonlinear

dynamical system represented by [11],[12],

x2

where p and e are real parameters, and p controls the proximity to strong

resonance; e represent the degree of nonlinearity. The real-valued parameter p

introduces coupling between the two nonlinear systems. Such coupling has been

shown to produce a cióse resonance condition when p
- 0 [11],[12].

Equivalently, we can express the system model in equations (3.26) as

x = A,x + A2xi*-i (3.27)

where, by definition x[21 = x ® x = _x\ xlx2--- x2xx x\ ••■ *2],and

-1 1 1 0 X, 0

P -1 0 1 x2 1
+ —

ex.

-1 0 -1 1 X-, 2 0

0 -1 M -1 *4 0

(3.26)
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A2 =

A, =A

O 00000000000000 0

-e 000000000000000
2

0 000000000000000

0 000000000000000

In terms of this notation, the eigenvalues of the linear matrix A are given

by

A. =-l+Í + y[p

and the right and left eigenvectors are

A2 =-!+/-v/í

U*

V2VÍ+ M

11 1 1

-Im ~4m 4m --Im
i i -i -i

i-xjp -i-[p -i-[p i-sÍM

x
'
-i
-'

V =
J^M
2^2

M

xY ,-

4m

.i ■■

V-" V*"

.
-1 -1

1

4m 4m

where VrU = I .

In many practical cases, two situations are of particular interest: the non-

resonance case (p ■*■ 0), and the case in which the two eigenvalues coincide exactly

(p = 0). These two cases are examined separately.

3.4.1 The non-resonant case

As a special case, we first assume that the system (3.27) exhibits distinct

eigenvalues. In this case, the linear transformation x = Uy transforms the system in

(3.27) into the Jordán canonical form
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y*=U-'A1Uy + U-1A2((U®U)(y®y)) = Ay + C2y
[21

(3.28)

or

y\

y2

X
\

hx)

v2

V3

-J [yj

e{yx+y2+yj+yj

sl2y[p^i + p

' i n

-i

i
(3.29)

where C2 = U~'A2[(U®U)]. Explicit computation of the second order

coefficientsCa, in terms of the original coefficients yields

e(-l)j+l
Cu =

S^^M^+M
,k = l,-A,l = l,--,l6 (3.30)

The above type of simplification can provide physical insight into the

structural behavior, since the set of differential equations is now coupled through

the non-linear term only. It can also offer substantial reduction in computational

effort, particularly when the nonlinear term takes a simple form.

3.4.1.1 Transformation to the normal form

Consider the nonlinear transformation y
= ^>(z) = z + h2 (z®z). With reference to

(3.28) and applying the procedure outlined above, we conclude that

|I + h2D.z|2|]Z = A[z + h2 (z ® z)]+C2 (z + h2 (z ® z))® (z + h2 (z ® z))
= Az +C2[z®(z + h2(z®z))+(h2(z®z))®(z + h2(z®z))]
= _\z+C2[(z®z)+(z®h2(z))+(h2(z)®z) + (h2(z)®h2(z))]

(331)

= y\z +Ah
2 (z ® z)+ C2 (z ® z)+ (9(|z3 1 + 0(|z3 1)

or, in simplified form,

[l + h2(l®z + z®l)](Az + g2(z®z)+o|zf)}-Az +Ah2(z®z) +C2(z®z) (3.32)

which results from setting g2 (z ® z) = 0
,
and neglecting terms 0\\zf ).

Equating the coefficients of second order results in

h2(l®z + z®l)Az-Ah2(z®z) = C2(z®z) (3.33)
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Carrying out the operations indicated, and equating like powers in z ® z
,

one obtains

h2(l®A +A®l)-Ah2=C2

Following the procedure described in the section 2.3.4.1 the system solution

is then written as

'2u '21,2 '2ll6

A2M A2,,2
•

/,23,2
•

K,2
"

"

*2,.I6
"

A22>16
"

A23ll6
"

A2446

=

A| T At —

Ai

C22,

Ai + Ay
"~

Ai

C22>2

/l„ + A„
- A,

C22,16

A22,l Ai t Ai
—

A2

C23,.

Ai + Ay
~~

Ay

c,
23,2

^n + ^-n
~~

^2

C23,16

/,24,l Ai T Ai
—

Ai

C24.1

^1+^2-^3

C24,2

4, +4. -¿3

C24,16

(3.34)

Aj + Aj
—

A4 Aj 4* /t^
—

A4 An "+* An
—

A4

Finally, solving (3.34) for the coefficients of the normal form

transformation, h2 ,
as a function of the mode combinations Ak +A¡

-

A} , and

system parameters, one obtains that

1 1 1

h2 =

%4í4m-4\+p

A, + A¡
-

-1

-A, A, + A2-
-1

-A,

A, + Ai
-

1

-A2 A, + A2-
1

-A2

A, + A, -

-1

-a3 Aj + /Í2
-

-1

-A,

K +V
-1

-Aj

K +V
1

^

K +v
-1

-^

^n "■"•**■-:
~

^4Aj 4* Aj
—

A4 Aj 4* A-)
—

A4

Equation (3.31) then becomes, upon ignoring the terms in 0(||z

z = Az

where z=[z, z2 z3 z4]r

(3.35)

p+i
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Remark 3. It is readily apparent from (3.35) that even ifthe nonlinearity, e is small, a

smaller valué of the parameter p can make the coefficients CJ2k¡ and h^ to become very

large near a strong, non-diagonalizable resonance occurring in the system linearization. In

other words, NF coefficients and the associated Índices in Jordán coordinates can become

very large despite very small amounts of nonlinearity in the original (physical) coordinates

[lll

Since the second order coefficients are also used to compute initial

conditions in the NF space, numerical problems may also arise in the computation

of closed form solutions even if an exact resonance is not found. See for instance

Liu et. al. [13]. We postpone discussion of the numerical methods until the next

Chapter.

3.4.2 The resonant case

The nature of system behavior is best understood by considering the operation of

the system in the neighborhood of the resonance condition. At p
- 0 the

eigenvalues Al2,A3íi coincide in a strong resonance, and A[ is non diagonalizable.

To circumvent this problem, we use the technique sketched in the section 3.2.4.

Using (3.23), and with the aid of Maple, the normal form coefficients, h2k /
,

can be expressed in terms of p as

*2t/ =[/>*./(«)]-fTl°-3 /
= 1,2..., « ,Ar = 1,2,..., »2 (3.36)

where the pk
■ are polynomial functions of p ,

and

/.(/_) = 0.0065/.8 + 0.116// + 0.877//
6
+ 1.768//5 +4.256//

+ 5.271//3 + 3.448// +0.256// + 0.160

From (3.36) we see that the h2jk coefficients are proportional to e and finite

whenp(p) * 0; this condition is satisfied for all real valúes of p since the roots of

p(p) are complex.
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The graphs in Fig. 3.1 show the real and conventional normal form

coefficients for e = -0.05 as a function of p . We remark that the h2jk coefficients

are always finite and real-valued. This is a unique characteristic of the suggested

method that makes it useful for the study of resonant conditions.

Figure 3.1. Behavior of normal form coefficients as a function of p .

Both resonant and non-resonant conditions can be studied and analyzed

using the proposed technique; the resonant condition is a particular case of the

more general condition.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, a higher order normal form representation suitable for the analysis

of nonlinear behavior in real space has been proposed. This works extends CNF

theory to higher dimensional systems and allows the analysis of non-conventional

formulations. A unique feature of the above procedure is its ability to avoid

higher-order resonances arising from the interactions of múltiple eigenvalues. The

central idea behind this approach is a real, normal change of coordinates in

physical space. This procedure allows both, the treatment of strong resonant and

non-resonant power systems and the derivation
of a general purpose higher order

normal form method.
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Compared to the conventional normal form approaches, perturbation

theories based on this approach offer three substantial advantages: (i) they yield

the transformation of state variables in real coordinates, (ii) these transformations

are function of the original variables, and (iii) the inverse transformation can be

built in the same way. The distinction between real and complex normal form

formulations characteristics is clearly pointed out. This aspect is entirely new: it

contains all previous formulations as special cases.

A symbolic example shows that conventional NF results and interpretation

can be affected by both, linear and higher order resonances. The analysis of these

factors in this research motivated the need for improved modeling and analysis

techniques, particularly with respect to the analysis of complex power systems.

The information obtained form this analysis could be used to provide

insight into the selection of appropriate initial approximation to system solutions,

the range of physically meaningful parameters, and ultimately to check on the

adequacy of the NF method used in the analysis.
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Chapter 4

Higher-Order Normal Form Analysis for

Diagonalizable Systems

The application of normal form theory to nearly diagonalizable systems yields a variety of interest

ing information about nonlinear behavior that is of particular interest to many physical systems.

This chapter discusses the important case in which the linear part of the system is diagonalizable

and presents general criteria for analyzing resonant systems.

A general method of computing the simplest normal form for diagonalizable systems is pre

sented, which is characterized by high accuracy and low computational cost. The method is based

on an efficient, physically-motivated, linear algebraic procedure with desirable properties for the

study of complex systems. Techniques from linear systems theory are then used to derive explicit

equations which describe nonlinear oscillatory behavior and the treatment ofhigher order nonlinear

resonances in terms ofthe inertial modes ofoscillation ofthe system.

Exact mathematical criteria for this behavior are derived and procedures to analyze both,

resonant and non-resonant power systems are given. The utility ofthe proposed approach in obtain

ing closed-form time domain solutions ofboth resonant and non-resonant systems is discussed, and

technique are suggested for the computation of high-dimensional nonlinear transformations. Ana

lytical expressions utilizing the normal form representation are developedfor the various criteria.

A detailed analytical example is presented to illustrate the practical application of the algo

rithms.

The Chapter condudes with an outline ofsome directions forfuture work.
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4.1 Introduction

Normal form analysis has been traditionally investigated using the approach out

lined in section 2.2, where a canonical transformation is introduced to simplify the

original vector field. A standing assumption in these approaches is that the linear

part of the vector field can be taken to a diagonal form and that the linear eigen

values do not interact to produce a modal resonance. In the simplest case, the

Jacobian of the linear part of the vector field is the diagonal matrix of system ei

genvalues. In the most general case, however, the Jacobian matrix will have a non-

diagonal structure, which makes the analysis difficult.

The presence of internal resonances essentially complicates the construction

of the normal form representation since the analysis and interpretation of normal

form coefficients may be uninformative. Previous investigators have pointed out

that in the neighborhood of internal resonances, the normal form coefficients be-

come quite large, even if the actual nonlinearity is small [1],[2], Further, existing

approaches are unable to deal with higher-order resonances and bifurcations aris

ing from the parameter-dependent linearization of the system [3].

In this Chapter, we address these specific issues by developing a new analyti

cal technique for the study of nearly resonant power systems. This approach

results in universal relations and model dependent properties of nonlinear systems

which may yield information about the nonlinear dynamic behavior in terms of the

fundamental natural modes of oscillation.

4.2 Higher order normal form analysis

4.2.1. Derivation ofthe normal form

A case of particular importance in the study of power system dynamic behavior

arises in the study of diagonalizable systems. In this section we recapitúlate the

derivation of the model equations with emphasis in the analysis of diagonalizable

systems and present some new results and extensions which will be useful in the

context of dynamic models of resonant power systems.
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In order to introduce the general ideas that follow, let us consider a nonlin

ear power system described by the set of differential equations (3.1). On the basis

of our previous work, we assume that the nonlinear system can be taken to the

q th- order normal form

z = A,z + í gmz-m- + 0(|x|[?+11) (4.1)
m=2

under the nonlinear coordinate transformation

x = z + Í M1*1 (4-2)
m*=2

Following the same procedure as that used in Chapter 3, the normal form

and the associated nonlinear transformation coefficients are obtained from the so

lution of the homological equations

k matrices

gt+htZ-I®--®A1®-®I--A1ht=At+Ai-gt k = 2,3,---,q (4.3)

j-th position

Our departure from a similar model in Chapter 3 at this stage is that we as-

sume the matrix Aj to be diagonalizable. For this case, the homological equations

(4.3) can be rewritten as1

k nutrices

g. +ht£-I®;.-®UAV®-:®I--üAVht =A, +At-g4 (4.4)
j-th position

where A, = UAV A = diag(Ax,A2,---,An) , and U and V = U
'
are the matrices of

right and left eigenvectors, respectively.

Generally, several possibilities exist for the solution of this equation. Sys

tematic examination of the modal structure of the structure of (4.4) is used in

succeeding sections to deduce the nature of physically meaningful solutions.

1
The linear transformation can be applied previous to the introduction ofthe nonlinear change of coordinates.

This procedure is avoided since the expressions are identical to those obtained here.
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Introducing the identity I = VIU on the rhs of (4.4), we obtain

k-matrices
— *

g*+h*Z VIU< i UAV ®...®VIU-..-UAVht =At+A4-g4
j-th position

(4.5)

Noting that [A ® B][C ® D] = [AC]® [BD][4],[5], (4.5) reduces to

g*+E_um I-.-I®.-.® A
.=■

j-th position

Vl*) -

UAVh* = Ak + Ak
-

gk (4.6)

Now post-multiplying by U'* > ( k = 2,3, • • •

) yields

g^UW+hjU-*-
* <

k -matrices

x A ®...®I-..
Sr»

j-th position

■UAVhtU**'=AjtU.*.+
(4.7)

A^U^'-g^Ui*!

Finally, pre-multiplying both sides of (4.7) by V, we obtain

V&U.'i+Vli^Ui*.

k-matrices

I-.-I®...® A >I*

J=X
j-th position

•AVMJi*i=VAJtUi*i+ /im* *

(4.8)

VAtU**i-VgtU**.

Consequently,

g*+h/

k—matrices

k '

E-I' ) A <
■"y-**

j-th position

Aht ck+ck g* (4.9)

where, at order k, the coefficients of above homological equation are related to the

those obtained in real coordinates through the next relations

h^Vh^Ui*! Cyt=VA,Ui*i Cí=VAtUi*i g*=Vg¿U**> I* ■= Vg^U-*-

Note from above that the quantities are identical with those obtained in the

Chapter 2 for non-resonant conditions gk =0. This approach readily generalizes to

more complex representations, and to high-dimensional systems.
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It is worth commenting on the remarkable simplicity of this result, espe

cially considering the very complicated form of the conventional normal form

approach (refer to Section 2.2.3). In the following, we discuss the generalization of

this approach to the nonlinear resonant condition case and derive explicit formulae

for computing the SNF and the associated nonlinear transformation coefficients.

4.2.2. Closed-form solution of resonant homological equations

A key part of the proposed analysis scheme is solving the homological equation

(4.9). In an effort to find a simpler model containing the qualitative behavior of in

terest and to reduce computational complexity, the homological equations

previously determined, are transformed into a linear system form, by applying the

"vec" operator on both sides. It can be readily shown that

tks

k-matrices

I®(E-I«
.=i

i A <

SH

j-th position

)!■••)- A®Ii*i
T

'ks

T

'kS

T

■kSh..=C/-+C/.-g^(4.10)

In a similar manner to the linear system of the section 2.3.4.1, (4.10) is

equivalent to a block diagonal system of the form

g*s +

n* -x,® n*i

n*-A2®i'*i

n*-/i„®i**.

h.;-C¿+C¿-i¿ (4.11)

where

n* = i i<

.=1

•® A ®-..®I-
S-1

j-th position

(4.12)

We see immediately from (4.11) that, the homological equation has a unique

solution when the following constrain holds
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eig

k-matrices

k •
—

E-.-I®...® A ®...®I-
/-i

^

J
j-th position

* eig(A)

If (4.11) is strictly diagonal, then the solution for the resonant terms are par

ticularly simple:

gk. +(n*m,m-Ai)hk. =Ck +Ck. -gkl m = \,2,---,nk (4.13)
"-"••.■n

v " Kl,m Ki,m Ki,m OKi,m

where II*
m
is the mth diagonal element of matrix II*.

This linear system constitutes a set of m* decoupled linear equations with

unknowns gk.m and hk The results agree well with conventional analysis for the

case of non-resonance conditions [7].

Depending on the physical situation, several solutions are possible. From

the above expression, three possible cases for the solution of (4.11) are identified:

1. Non-resonant case. The modal spectrum of the system
k—matrices

k >
S

*

( Z • •• I ® - ■ ® A ® • • • ® I • • •) is different from any eigenvalue X¡ , i.e.
■'

j-th position

k-matrices

e/g(I"-I®..-® A ®---®I---)?te/g(A(.Ii*i)
i—i

****
J

j-th position

In this case, the system has an unique solution. Setting gk equals to zero,

we conclude that sufficient condition for the solution of the non-resonant

system will be to find coefficients h't such that

h*,-=C*,-

k-matrices

E--.I®.-.® A ®...®I...-A,Ii*i
J

j-th position

-X
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2. Resonant case. There exists a set of eigenvalues of

k-matrices

® A ® • • • ® I • • •) equals to the eigenvalue A, . Use of this

j-th posilion

k "-

(E-I'

conditions in (4.11) leads to the following set of algebraic equations

Ík¡+whki=ck¡

where the hk. are the elements for which (II*m,m -A¡) vanishes, h^are the

elements for which (II*m,m -A¡) * 0 and II' is a diagonal matrix containing

the elements for which this condition holds. Similar to the previous devel

opment, we remark that the first equation has trivial solution and is

associated with the resonant elements of the transformation. As in the pre

vious case, the second equation can be solved by setting gk.
= 0 . This leads

to a general expression for the analysis of resonant conditions.

3. In addition to the two types of resonance conditions considered above, a

further resonance condition is possible when all the eigenvalues of

*
r

___"■*
H

) A <

j-th position

are identical to the eigenvalue A¡ or

eig

k <

E-I<

k-matrices

i A (
Sr<

j-th position

= eig(A¡W)

by

In the latter case it is easy to see that the system has unique solution given

g*,.+0ht,. =Ck¡

Clearly, for this situation, the elements of the transformation are zero since

the nonlinear coordinate transformation cannot annihilate the nonlinear terms.

Closed-form expressions are given below in terms of the fundamental mode of os

cillation.
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4.3 Closed-form time-domain solutions

Once the system has been transformed into the simplest form, time domain solu

tions are customarily determined from (4.1) by assuming that the higher order

terms 0(¡x|
q+

) are negligible. More generally, the simplest normal form can be

written

z =Az+lgtzl'l (4.14)

The goal is to find the time evolution of the normal form states. The solution

for the above system is not straightforward and the time domain solution depends

on the structure of resonant terms.

4.3.1. Nonlinear resonant conditions

From the resonance conditions in (4.13), we may distinguish two cases are of espe

cial interest.

(a). The resonant states are uncoupled. The time domain solution for these

conditions is given by

z(t) = e*'z0 + í .c«-i)gme<A®ií»-Ii)(Zi*i (4.15)
m=2

(b). The resonant states are nonlinearly coupled. In this case, the time domain

solution for this case cannot be determined in analytic form and can be ex

pressed as

z(0 = í[Az+EgmzM]c/. (4.16)
m=2

In the equations above, z0 are the initial conditions in normal form coordi

nates and their valúes depend of the initial conditions in Jordán space. The

determination of initial conditions in normal form space is described in detail in

succeeding sections.
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4.3.2. Non-resonant conditions

Setting X g*2'*1 = O
/ and solving the linear system yields

k=2

z(t) = eAtz0 (4.17)

These solutions can then be transformed back to the physical coordinates us

ing the inverse nonlinear transformation (4.2) [6],[7].

We next examine the properties of time domain representations.

4.3.3. Time domain solution in Jordán coordinates

To obtain a better understanding of the nonlinear mode coupling phenomenon, we

first analyze the nature of system response for the cases of interest above. Substi-

q

tuting (4.15) into the nonlinear transformation y
= z + É hmz'*i . we obtain the

m=2

following relationships.

a) Resonant condition

y(.) = e**z0 + E (hJe*] + r <—Og__e<A«ii—iijt ^J-i (4.18)
m=2

b) Non-resonant condition

y(t) = e"z0+tht[e"]Mz™ (4.19)
m=2

By accounting for the resonant terms, a more accurate description of sys

tem s dynamic behavior is provided as suggested in (4.19).

4.3.4. Approximate time-domain solutions in physical coordinates

Using the linear transformation x = Uy , (4.18) may be solved immediately to yield

x(í) = Uy(í) = Ue*^z0 +U E (h JeA']'"" +t^)gme^ílm-^l)z[m] (4.20)
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in which the initial conditions are determined from a nonlinear optimization prob

lem as discussed below.

This final result has interesting physical implications.

• Equation (4.20) is quite important because it allows us to approximate sys

tem behavior by a linear combination of the fundamental modes of

oscillation of the system.

• At / = 0, we may therefore interpret Uh4z0l*] as the relative contribution of

the higher order mode combination to they th state.

• The nonlinear coefficients are usually ordered according to some physically

motivated criterion (decreasing magnitude).

4.3.5. Initial conditions

The points that satisfy (4.17) lie in a hyperplane in the n -dimensional space. For

the particular case in which matrix A is diagonalizable, the solutions z0 are com

plex-valued.

Since x0is known, a basic solution to this nonlinear problem can be obtained

using a Newton-based optimization technique. A brief outline of this procedure is

given below:

1. Given the initial conditions, x0 in physical space, we seek an estimate

for z0 by requiring this valué to minimize the expression

min¡Vx0-z0-Ehtz0|m|| (4.21)

2. Solve the nonlinear optimization problem (4.21) using an appropriate

numerical method

The treatment of this problem can be addressed by efficient nonlinear opti

mization methods. In Barocio et al. [3] and Liu et al [7] are given several directions
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in order to solve this problem.

Table 4.1 compares the nature of normal form solutions for the two cases of

interest.

Table 4.1: Nature of system solutions

Solution characteristic Non-diagonalizable

system

Diagonalizable

system

Initial conditions in

physical space
Real Real

Initial condition in Jordán

space
Complex

Initial conditions in NF

space

Real-valued Complex-valued

Normal form transforma

tion coefficients
Real-valued Complex-valued

4.4 Quantification of nonlinear modal interaction

An attractive feature of normal form analysis is that it enables to characterize and

quantify nonlinear mode interaction. For convenience, the equations describing the

time evolution of the system stares are repeated below.

In the simple case where no resonant conditions hold, the time evolution of

the modal components can be written as

y(t) = e*>z0+thk[e"]miz0lml (4.22)
m=2

At t = 0, (4.22) becomes

y(0) = z0+thkz™ (4.23)
m=2

In analogy with [8], we generalize the definition of nonlinear interaction

indexes for mode j , I\2l to the higher order case:
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12,,
=

%
"

V0y

*>,

[21
+max(h2.z0' )

[21
+max(h2.z0' ') +max(h3.z0

131

(4.24)

*>, Zt., +max(h2 z0
[21

■dh.yZ0l91 )

These Índices determine the magnitude of the máximum components of

nonlinear part for two or more modes. The máximum entries determine the domi

nant mode combinations interacting nonlinearly.

Remark 1: Note that higher order interaction Índices defined in (4.24) are obtained

from a single-step high order optimization problem (refer to 4.21) whilst those ex

isting in the literature are obtained form a series of truncated optimization

problems as suggested in Chapter 2. As a result, the índices in (4.24) provide a

more accurate characterization of system behavior.

Similar to the above case, we can define a normalized index

12.

[21

max^-Zo' ')

12.

max( h3jZ0
[31

(4.25)

12.
max(|hg.z0l?l)

Again, these measures generalize existing Índices in the literature to the

high dimensional case [8].

In this case the nonlinear part is normalized with respect to the linear part in

order to determine the proportion with respect of the components to respect to the

Jordán variables. This measures the contribution of the linear part and nonlinear
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part. These two Índices are used in the application of the method to assess the ex

tent and distribution of nonlinearity in the system.

To conclude this section, we note that it is possible to generalize these defi

nitions to higher dimensional systems. The analysis of contribution factors in

physical space follows the same lines and is therefore omitted.

We now illustrate the procedure by the following example in five dimensions.

4.5 Assessment of nonlinearity in physical coordinates

Following the approach in [7] [8], the concept of nonlinear contribution factors is

extended to the high dimensional case. In the power system model, of particular

interest are the contribution factors associated to speeds of the machines. Making

use of (4.20), the time evolution of the system states can be expressed

-l(t) = Pl¡e*>+ÍPmi[e"]lal ¿ = 1.2 ,ng (4.26)

where Px and Pm are row vectors of dimensions n and nm respectively. The entries

of these rows represent the linear and nonlinear contributions of order m respec

tively, of the higher order modes to the system states. These contribution factors

are defined as

P = U -z7"
rX¡ -"-í *-o

pm¡ =(u,.hm).(zn
\mX\T

(4.27)

(4.28)

4.6 Analysis of nonlinear systems with strong resonance conditions

To give an idea of how a general high-order resonant system is treated under the

proposed approach, consider the five-dimensional first order nonlinear system

f? 1

1 -r¡

-a 1

-1 -a

+ A2x*2" (4.29)
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where

A2 =

10 0 0000000

10 0 0000000

10 O 0000000

00-10000000

00 O 1001000

By adjusting the parameters r¡,p,a it is possible to obtain a variety of

nonlinear behavior.

0 0 0 0 0"

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

It then follows that the eigenvalues of the linear part are

Kl = ~T1±J ¿3,4 --C±j A5 =-H

with eigenvectors

-;' ;' 0 0 0

i i 0 0 0

U = 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 -/ /

0 0 0 1 1

1 1
'

— 0 0 0
2 2

1 1
/'— 0 0 0
2 2

0 0 1 0

1

0

1
0 0 0

>2
1

2

1
0 0 0 -/-

v =

2 2.

As pointed out before, the system exhibits a wealth of dynamic behavior.

First, we note that for rj
= cr = 0, the system exhibits double Hopf bifurcation

points characterized by two pairs of complex conjúgate eigenvalues,

A,2 = Ai „ = ±j Depending on the selection of the physical parameters, other inter

esting behavior is obtained as discussed below.

Prior to the application of normal form theory, we introduce the linear

transformation x = Uy . Applying the above change of coordinates, we write the

system (4.29) in the form
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y
=

n + í 0 0 0 0 y\

0 -r¡- i 0 0 0 y2

0 0 -tr + j 0 0 yi

0 0 0 -<T- j 0 y*

0 0 0 0 ~M. .ys

+C2y
[21 (4.30)

where C2 = VA2U ® U is a nxn2 matrix.

To transform the system (4.30) to a normal form we consider a one-step

nonlinear transformation of the form y
= z + Z hmzlml On substituting this trans-

m=2

formation into (4.30) we find the set of algebraic equations , (q > p)

gT2s +[l®[A®I + I®A]-A®I®l]h[s =C 25

(4.31)
g3rJ+[l®[A®I®I + I®A®I + I®I®A]-A®I®I®l]h37's=C37's-g3rí

where C3 =0, C3 =C2[I®h2 +h2 ®I] and g3 =h2[g2 ®I + I®g2J.

The normal form transformation coefficients are then solved for from this

set of coupled, algebraic equations. These equations are solved sequentially, since

third-order terms depend on second-order terms. The same procedure may be

used to obtain higher order relationships.

For this system, the most interesting case of nonlinear resonance occurs

when the sum of two eigenvalues equals to a third, namely

rj + p
= cj

Analytical solutions for the cases of interest are given below.

4.6.1. Non resonant conditions

A particular case of non-resonant condition occurs when the parameters of the lin

ear part take the valúes

T]
= 2,p = 2,cr = 3
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In accordance with the above discussion, the homological equations (4.31) be-

come

T

2.[l®(A®I + I®A)-A®I®l]h^ =C

[l®(A®I®I + I®A®I + I®I®A)-A®I®I®l]h[í =C3r
(4-32)

Figure 4.1 shows the magnitude of the corresponding transformation coeffi

cients, h2 and h3, obtained from (4.32).

Figure 4.1. Coefficients of the third order nonlinear transformation, Non-resonant case.

Then the simplest normal form for this case is

'(-2+y>,

(~2-j)z2

(-2 + y>3 (4.33)

(-2-7>4

-3z_'5j

Solution for this case is straightforward and is therefore omitted.

4.6.2. Second-order resonant condition

One further special case occurs for the valúes

tj
= \, p = \, cr = 2

It can be easily seen that this particular choice of parameters results in the sec-
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second-order resonance conditions:

A\ + Ar - A,

A2+A5=AA

From these conditions, the homological to be solved acquire the structure of

(4.31). For the second order coefficients two homological equations to be solved

§23.5 +(¿,+¿5 -¿3)^23.5 =0-25

823,2, +(¿5+4 -¿3^23,2, =0-25

g_4>10 +(^2+^5-^2440 =0-25

S2.._2+{¿S+¿2-KK,22=025

(4.34a)

K=[^Vck¡ (4.34b)

Following the previous analysis we determined the structure of the nonlin

ear system representation. Figure 4.2 shows, schematically, the terms of the

nonlinear part of the vector field associated with these singularities along with the

location of resonances. Here, a circle indicates the elements of vector field that can

be annihilated and the x's denote the resonant elements that are retained in the

simplest normal form. These terms which can not be eliminated are precisely those

nonlinear terms appearing in the simplified normal form below.

C 2 pattem

3 2

3 3

tS 4

00 00

00 00

oooo®ooooo
000000000®

5^00 OO

Resonances

®
®

10 15 20 25

Figure 4.2. Pattern of C2 indicating the location of resonant elements.

To complete the analysis we take the system to the SNF. In the case of two

resonant modes, the SNF is
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(-! + />-

H+y>2

(-2 + y>3+0.5z,z5

(-2-j)z4+0.5z2zs

~Zr

(4.35)

which has a general solution of the form

2,(0" *(-1+y)'20l
z2(0 e(-^z02
23 (0 =

e(-2+7)'(203+0.5.z0lz05)
24(0 e(-2-7)í(z04+0.5.z02z05)
25(0 e~'z0¡i

(4.36)

Comparing the SNF found by the proposed technique with the results of CNF

theory, we observe some differences.

(a). For the non-resonant case, the results obtained above completely agree

with those obtained using CNF theory. In this case, it is straightforward to

show that T3 + T3 + íí3 = 0 (refer to Table 3.1). The details are omitted.

(b). Observe that the above solution differs from those obtained for the non-

resonant case since it contains a second component that depends on time.

(c). CNF analysis in general, can not treat resonant cases

Figure 4.3 shows schematically the magnitude of the third-order nonlinear

transformation coefficients for the resonant case.
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Figure 4.3. Coefficients of the third order nonlinear transformation. Resonant case.

Careful examination of these plots indicates that the second order and third

order elements of the transformation exhibit similar order of magnitude. For the

case of the third order elements h3, these are composed by the residual terms and

the second order resonant residual terms g3 . Figure 4.4 illustrates the magnitude of

the elements associated with the residual resonant terms, g3 .

0.08.

006.

,--""
X

1

--.--;-

0.0-1, .---/ /¥"í\
0 02,

"7
/ \\

A\
Os
5 """^^

4

,->k

Figure 4.4. Magnitude of resonant residual terms g3
= h2 [i ® g2 + g2 ® i] .

The analysis of residual terms in Fig. 4.4 indicates that while residual terms

are small compared with the third order terms, their influence has to be accounted

for to capture system's dynamics properly. It is important to emphasize that,

unlike CNF theory in which these terms are disregarded, the proposed formulation

assumes these terms to be small but not negligible.
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The result above can be applied in general no resonant and non-resonant

vector fields.

Further discussion of these concepts will be presented later in Chapter 5 in

relation to the practical use of the proposed methodology.

4.7 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, a higher order normal form representation suitable for the analysis

of nonlinear behavior has been proposed. A unique feature of the above procedure

is its ability to avoid higher-order resonances arising from the interactions of múl

tiple eigenvalues. The central idea behind this approach is a real, normal change of

coordinates in physical space. This procedure allows both, the treatment of strong

resonant and non-resonant power systems and the derivation a general purpose

higher order normal form method.

Compared to the conventional normal form analysis approach, the analysis

procedure described in this paper contains two additional steps.

Perturbation theories based on this approach offer three substantial advan

tages: (i) they yield the transformation of state variables in real coordinates, (ii)

these transformations are function of the original variables, and (iii) the inverse

transformation can be built in the same way. The distinction between real and

complex normal form formulations characteristics is clearly pointed out. This as

pect is entirely new: all previous formulations

Analysis of theoretical systems illustrates that conventional NF results and

interpretation can be affected by both, linear and higher order resonances. The

analysis of these factors in this research motivated the need for improved model

ing and analysis techniques, particularly with respect to the analysis of complex

power systems. The proposed approach allows routine incorporation of unac-

counted nonlinear terms

The information obtained form this analysis could be used to provide in-
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sight into the selection of appropriate initial approximation to system solutions,

range of physically meaningful parameters, and ultimately to check on the ade-

quacy of the NF method used in the analysis. Furthermore, dynamic models

obtained using normal form theory can be quantitatively validated via compari

sons with detailed system simulations.
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Chapter 5

Results

TThs chapter discusses the application ofthe developed procedures to the analysis of power system

dynamic behavior. The utilized methodology is tested on two practical systems. The first system is a

two-area, four-machine test system which has been used extensively in the literature to investigate

the onset of nonlinear behavior. The second test system is a sixteen-machine reduced order model of

a real power system for which extensive linear analysis results are available.

The analysis consists oftwo parts. In thefirst part, real normal form theory is used to study

a resonant power system in which voltage control leads to a near-strong resonance condition in

volving two inertial modes ofoscillation. Attention is focused on the analysis of nonlinear behavior

in the neighborhood of resonant vector fields. The influence of near-resonant conditions on the nor

mal form computation and interpretation is discussed.

In the second part, higher order normal form analysis is used to study the influence of

nonlinear terms on system behavior. Based upon a third-order system representation, normal form

analysis studies are performed to analyze the physical mechanisms underlying the dynamical inter

actions among modes. The study concentrates on the ability of the method to analyze various

aspects of system non-linear behavior following large perturbations. The efficiency and accuracy of

the method is demonstrated by comparisons to fully nonlinear simulations.

Finally, a review of the results and an outline of some directions for further work is pre

sented.
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5. 1 Real normal form analysis of a near-resonant power system

In this section, normal form theory applied to investigate the ability of normal

form analysis to analyze resonant vector fields. The study generalizes conven

tional normal form analysis to the study of resonant power systems and provides a

more accurate characterization of nonlinearity in physical coordinates.

5.1.1. The test system

Figure 5.1 shows the system under investigation adapted from Refs. [1],[2]. The

test system comprises two áreas connected by a relatively weak tie, 4 generators, 11

buses and two loads. The generator and system parameters are given in Appendix

A.

For the purposes of this study, all generators are represented by a fourth or

der d-q axis model and equipped with a simple dc exciter; the loads are modeled

by constant impedances and the network is reduced to the generator internal

nodes. The case of operation under study corresponds to an interchange of energy

between áreas of 250 MW sending from Área 1 to Área 2. For this condition, all

four generators have similar loadings

5.1.2. Modeling considerations

Modeling considerations are essentially those in Ref. [3]. For the purposes of this

study, a second-order approximation is adopted to analyze system dynamic behav

ior.

The power or series expansión about the equilibrium is

x = f(x) = A,x + -A2(x®x) (5.1)

with initial conditions x(0) = xo, where A, contains the real part of the original

vector field, and A2 accounts for the second-order approximation to the system

model.
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5.1.3. Modal analysis

Modal analysis was conducted to determine both, the dominant natural modes of

oscillation, and the machines with the largest participation in these modes. In addi

tion, detailed linear system studies were conducted to determine operating

conditions resulting in near strong resonance conditions.

Table 5.1 lists the eigenvalues of the system for the base case condition. The

system exhibits three electromechanical modes of interest [2]:

• One inter-area mode at 0.50 Hz associated with the exchange of energy

between the two áreas, and

• Two electromechanical modes associated with the local behavior of

Áreas 1 and 2.

In what follows we investigate the potential for nonlinear behavior arising

from interaction between these modes.

GEN1

&

Área 1

inter-tie

►

0L1
J-

C1

GEN2

C2

GEN3

e

L2 f'O Área 2

GEN4

Figure 5.1. Two-area four-machine test system.
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Table 5.1: System eigenvalues for the base case condition.

Mode a Valué Mode

Type

Source

1 -46.8675 Control Efd\> Efd2

2 -46.9437 Control Efdi' Efd4

3 -38.3565 Control Efdi' Efd4

4 -36.1104 Control Efd\> Efd2

5,6 -1.3518 ±j8.0783 Plant <Ox'°h

7,8 -1.3397±j8.0964 Plant oh,,<a_x

9,10 -10.4572+J1.5811 Control F' F'a
ql'

-°
?2

11,12 -9.8982±jl.9250 Control F' F'^
qi'

^
qi

13,14 -0.2474 ±j3.1625 Inter-area COl,(U2VS.Ü)J,0)A

15 -6.4603 Flux E'dl> E'd2

16 -7.5086 Flux E'd,

17 -0.4481 Reference -

18 -2.053 Control F' F'^
ql'
a

?2

19 -2.1067 Control F' F'^
qi' *C?4

5.1 .4. Analysis ofnear strong resonance condition

Using a linearized analysis, the behavior of the local and inter-area modes was in

vestigated for various inter-tie transfer conditions and operating conditions.

Previous studies have shown that, as the voltage magnitude at bus 2 is adjusted

the local modes 5 and 7 move closer together; a near strong resonance occurs at

about V2 =1.018 p.u. as shown in Figure 5.2 [4].

To facilitate the analysis and interpretation of nonlinear behavior, two cases

are considered: (i) Case 1 representing a non-resonant condition, and (ii) Case 2

representing a near strong resonance condition.
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Case 1 illustrates the normal operating performance characterized by differ

ent eigenvalues. A standing assumption in this analysis is that all eigenvalues are

different.

Case 2 is essentially the situation used by Betancourt et al. to illustrate voltage

collapse [4]. At the resonant condition, two eigenvalues coincide in magnitude and

damping leading to a complex dynamic behavior [5], [6].

Figure 5.2. Root loci of local modes 5 and 7

5.1.5. Behavior of second order normal form coefficients near a strong resonance

In an effort to asses the effect of resonance on the performance of the method, the

real normal forms from (3.23) and the complex normal forms coefficients from the

analysis of the CNF in (2.57) were determined. Figure 5.3 shows the behavior of the

normal form coefficients as V2 is varied whilst Figure 5.4 depicts the behavior of

the corresponding coefficients, obtained using the quadratic real normal form rep

resentation.
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Figure 5.4. Behavior of the real normal form coefficients as V2ÍS varied
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From the above results, we can observe that the real normal form presents a

smooth behavior cióse to the resonance condition. In contrast to this, the sensitivity

of the conventional normal form coefficients to the change of the voltage at bus 2 is

higher. This analysis confirms the results obtained for the symbolic case in Chapter

3. Also of interest, the peaks in Figure 5.3 are associated with the local modes 5-6

and 7-8, in agreement with the results obtained in previous section.

In order to detenriine the significance of the real normal form transformation

under near resonant conditions, we computed second order contribution factors

using the coefficients of the real normal form for Cases 1 and 2. To this end, a three

phase stub fault at bus 5 cleared in 0.05 seconds was applied.

To provide a basis of comparison with the results obtained using linear

analysis, the speed deviations of the system generators were expressed in the form

(4.28) for m = 2

xt_,(0
=

Pí¡eAt+P2.eW+"is'»< z = l,2,---,4 (5.1)

where P2. is a row vector describing the contribution of the mode combination

(Ak +A¡) to the speed deviation of the i th-machine. Using this representation, sev

eral interaction measures were computed using the procedures outlined in Chapter

4.

Figure 5.5 shows the largest second-order contribution factors to speed de

viations, max(P2¡ ) along with the interacting modes following a stub fault at bus 5.

The results are found to be very accurate. However, as previously noted,

conventional interaction coefficients h2zl¿i tend to infinity as the resonance is ap

proached making the assessment of nonlinearity in physical space unreliable [5].

Thus, for instance, for mode 9 (Eql,Eq2),h2z[2] increases from 160.04 for Case 1 to

186.01 for Case 2, and for mode 11 (Eq},E'q4) from 114.37 for Case 1 to 179.1 for

Case 2. Closer to resonance the coefficients h2 become arbitrarily large, even if

nonlinearity is small.
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Figure 5.5. Nonlinear speed-based contribution factors.

5.1.6. Comparison with time domain solutions

In order to verify our previous findings and determine the accuracy of the real

normal form representations, time domain solutions were determined. Figure 5.6

provides a comparison of the speed deviations of generator 1 and 3 obtained from

the full system solution i = f(x)with the solution from (4.20) for «7
= 2, and the ap

proach in [2]. We use as initial condition, the valúes at clearing time determined

using a transient stability program as explained below.

The analysis of initial conditions in physical space consists of two parts:

1). For a given disturbance, determine the conditions xc/, at the end of the

disturbance using conventional time-domain simulation.

2). Move the origin to the post-disturbance SEP, such that x0
=

xc/ -xS£/>,

and obtain the initial conditions in the Jordán and NF spaces using the

procedure in sections 4.3.5.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of rotor speed deviations

The results of the simulations are undistinguishable showing the correctness

of the results. Similar results are obtained for other generators and are not pre

sented here.
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5.2 Higher-order normal form analysis of stressed power systems

Highest order normal form computation is demonstrated on a reduced versión of

the NPCC system which contains 16 generators and 68 buses [7],[8]. Attention is

restricted to the study of the influence of third-order effects in the series expansión

of the power system representation on system behavior.

5.2.1. The 16-machine NPCC system

Figure 5.7 provides a schematic illustration of the 16-machine NPCC showing the

location of coherent áreas and major inter-ties [7], [8]. This system consists of five

coherent áreas designated as Área 1 (Al), Área 2 (A2), Área 3 (A3), Área 4(A4), and

Área 5 (A5).

The coherent machine groups are [8]:

Table 5.2: Coherent groups for the NPCC system

AREA1 ÁREA 2 ÁREA 3 ÁREA 4 ÁREA 5

G1-G9 G10-G13 G14 G15 G16
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Figure 5.7. One line diagram of the five-area, 16-machine test system.

For the purpose of this analysis, all machines are represented by a fourth

order model and equipped a simple gain dc exciter. In this representation, the

loads are modeled as constant impedances and the network is reduced to the gen

erator internal nodes. The system operating conditions and machine data are taken

from [7]. The base case condition corresponds to a total demand of 18,234 MW.

5.2.2. Small signal analysis

Modal analysis was used to determine the dominant natural modes of oscillation

and the machines having the largest participation in these modes. For the base case

condition, the 16-machine NPCC system exhibits five critical lightly damped inter-

area modes with damping ratios below 5% at 0.42, 0.55, 0.73, and 0.80 Hz. A higher

frequency mode at about 1.05 Hz is also identified representing an oscillation local

to Área 1. Table 5.2 shows the oscillation frequency and the oscillation patterns of

these modes.
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Table 5.3: Swing pattern for the five slowest modes of the system

Eigenvalue Mode Frequency

(Hz)

Dominant machines

-0.0686±j2.66 48 0.424 9(Al)13(A2)vs.

14(A3),15(A4),16(A5)

-0.1230±j3.47 46 0.553 14(A3) vs. 16(A5)

-0.0819+J4.62 44 0.735 9(Al)vs. 12(A2),13(A2)

-0.2360±j5.04 42 0.802 14(A3) 15(A4) vs. 16(A5)

-0.2436±j6.75 40 1.075 2(A1), 3(A1), 5(A1)

From Table 5.3, it is readily apparent that modes 48, 46 and 42 have a sig

nificant participation in the machines of áreas A3, A4 and A5. The modes excited

depend on the structure of the network and the location of the disturbance.

5.2.3. Higher-order normal form analysis

In the light of the linear analysis of the previous section, normal form analyses

were conducted to investigate the potential for nonlinear behavior arising from the

interaction of the critical inter-area modes as well as to assess the influence of

higher order terms on system dynamic performance. The critical contingency is a

three phase fault at bus 27 cleared by opening the line between buses 1 and 27.

This fault triggers poorly damped oscillations of the dominant modes associated

with various geographical regions.

Normal form coefficients were computed following the procedure described

in section 4.2.2. In this analysis a third order normal form transformation (q = 3)

was used to annihilate second order nonlinear terms ( p = 2 ). The adopted analysis

approach includes two main steps:

(i) The perturbed system (2.5) is represented in the Jordán canonical form

by a linear transformation of the original variables, and

(ii) The system is represented by the simplest normal form by a one-step

nonlinear coordinate transformation.
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Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the second and third-order interaction Índices,

^■2
Á. ^23/l. obtained from the proposed procedure in section 4.4, for the five in

ter-area modes in Table 5.3. For comparison purposes, the interaction Índices

obtained from conventional normal form theory and the proposed approach

(12 2. ) are also shown in Figure 5.8a).
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of second-order interaction índices
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Of particular interest, a study of the second-order nonlinear interaction Índi

ces in Figures 5.8a) and 5.8b) reveáis a strong interaction between modes 48 and 44

and mode 56. Careful inspection of the second-order Índices obtained using the

proposed procedure, however, discloses the presence of mode 55 associated with

the controls of machine 15, and mode 57 involving the participation of the control

states of machines 12 and 14.

The corresponding third-order interaction índices, ( 12-, ), for the modes of
xj

interest, are shown in Fig. 5.9.

1.4

1.2

1

08

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

48 46 44 42 40

Mode#

Figure 5.9. Third order interaction index 72
3
xj

The analysis of third-order interaction Índices in Figure 5.9 confirms these

findings. It is also interesting to note that the magnitude of third-order interactions

is of the same order of magnitude that the second-order interaction showing the

presence of higher-order nonlinear modal interaction and increased nonlinearity.

This is an important finding since the analysis suggests that third order effects may

become significant under high stress coupled with severe disturbances.

The result of primary importance to us is that third-order interaction modes
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may exist that are not properly accounted for in conventional analysis.

5.2.4. Validation

Detailed time-domain simulations were conducted to examine system performance

following large perturbations. The same contingency case previously analyzed is

used to test the accuracy of the procedure for determining approximate closed-

form time-domain solutions.

Based on the analysis of interaction Índices, machines # 12, 14, and 15 were

selected for study. Three system representations were tried in the study, namely:

(1) a linear approximation x = f-x obtained by ignoring higher order terms in (2.2),

(2) a second order system representation (q = 2), and (3) a third-order representa

tion (q = 3) obtained from the proposed approach of this work.

Figure 5.10 compare the results of the proposed high-order NF solution with

the Unear and second-order representations for the machines of concern. Our re

sults are compared to those obtained using detailed step-by-step simulation (full

system solution) using a commercial transient stability program.

Similar results are also obtained for other machines.
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Machine #15

c) Machine 15

Figure 5.10. Comparison of relative rotor angle swings

5.2.5. Analysis of results

For machine # 12, examination of the system results in Figure 5.10 shows that the

response is given mainly by the linear terms. It can also be seen that all solutions

remain in phase; the linear solution becomes less accurate as time increases. The

analysis of machines #14 and 15, on the other hand, shows that higher-order NF

solutions provide a more accurate approximation for the full system solution than

the lower order approximations.

Overall, the agreement between the linear solution and the NF solutions is

good over the entire study period although some discrepancies are noted. Of par

ticular interest, simulations results show that third-order NF solutions are in cióse

agreement with the full solutions for the entire study period thus showing the cor

rectness of the proposed procedures.

In contrast to this, linear solutions provide a poor approximation to system
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behavior both in magnitude and phase. Clearly nonlinearity and nonlinear modal

interaction are not uniformly distributed and may exhibit complex characteristics.

The above results confirm the validity of the concepts and methodologies

developed to analyze the extent and distribution of system nonlinear behavior and

provide motivation to investigate nonlinear dynamic phenomena.

5.2.6. Computational aspects

Figure 5.11 compares the memory storage required for NF analysis using the con

ventional approach [2] and the proposed procedure as a percentage of the total

memory usage. An attractive feature of the proposed procedure is that reduces the

amount of computer memory required to compute the terms C3, since in the con

ventional approach, it is necessary to determine a larger number of residual terms;

memory requirements increase substantially when the order of the transformation

increases. This, in turn, causes an increase in CPU time thus limiting its applicabil

ity to the study of realistic systems.

A few remarks are in order:

• The number of residuals term used by the recursive approach is higher

than those generated by the proposed technique; as shown in Figure

5.11; this leads to a different usage of computer memory.

• The non-recursive approach results in faster computational times and

provides a means to characterize the effects of higher order terms.
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a) Non-recursive ,

b) LNr

Figure 5.11. Comparison ofmemory storage requirements.

5.3 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, the application of the higher order normal form theory to analyze

nonlinear modal interaction for both, resonance and off-resonance conditions has

been examined. The present results generalize to higher orders the observations of

Betancourt et al. [4]

The results obtained indicate that the non-recursive approach presents sev

eral advantages over recursive approaches. At the same order of approximation,

the accuracy of the SNF approach is higher than the accuracy of the conventional

methods. The usefulness of this analysis, stems from the ability it gives us to define

nonlinear measures of mode state participations and the capacity to characterize

highly stressed operating conditions.

Apart from their theoretical interest, higher order normal form analysis may

be used to design and place system controllers, particularly under uncertain or

highly stressed operating conditions.

The following general observations can be made drawn from the analysis of

two case studies.

• The method avoids the use of center manifold reduction thus enabling

the study of resonant singularities.
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• Apart form its simplicity, the method is though to have potentially

important applications for dynamic analysis of stressed behavior in

nonlinear systems. These include the computation of normal forms

and the associated coefficients under near strong resonant conditions

and the study of higher-order nonlinear modal interaction.

• Mode coupling involving third order effects is shown to be significant,

especially under heavy stress conditions

• From a computational point of view, the proposed method reduces the

amount ofmemory used to compute the normal form transformations.

This approach has a sound analytical basis and results in real formulations

which simplify the computation of initial conditions in normal form space and

provide a more accurate characterization of nonlinearity in physical coordinates.

Study experience with more complex systems using the generalized Schur decom

position enables to confirm the above findings.

The generalization of this approach to account higher order resonant condi

tions deserves further investigation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

In this work, a novel analytical technique based on normal form theory for the

study of nonlinear inter-area oscillations in large electric power systems has been

presented. The current normal form analysis methods have been extended consid

erably to include treatment of unconventional normal forms and the study of more

general vector fields. In many applications, this may offer an advantage over con

ventional techniques which may result in an inaccurate approximation to system's

dynamic behavior.

In sharp contrast with much of the existing work in dynamical systems the

ory, the method employs a single, one-step normal form transformation to

annihilate the desired order nonlinear terms and allows the study of high-

dimensional systems in an efficient manner. Unlike these approaches, the terms of

k th-order in the nonlinear transformation are used to simplify not only the k th-

order terms in the system, but also used to annihilate higher-order nonlinear

terms. As a result, the method leads to the computation of the simplest normal

form. Furthermore, this results in an efficient non-recursive formulation that over-

comes some of the limitations of existing approaches.

The proposed method represents a significant improvement over conven

tional methodologies since it can be extended to analyze higher order nonlinear

dynamic behavior in the neighborhood of resonant power systems. This formula

tion is generally applicable to a wide range of nonlinear models and dynamic
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processes that exhibit strong and nonlinear resonant conditions and can be used to

study bifurcations and other dynamic phenomena. Also, this development pro

vides a new class of nonlinear analysis techniques for the analysis of complex

system representations with múltiple, higher order nonlinearities. This aspect is

entirely new. It is shown that most previous methods for normal analysis are a par

ticular case of the technique.

Applications to complex test power systems have demonstrated the accu

racy and efficiency of the developed technique.

6.1 General conclusions

In light of the results presented above, the following general conclusions can be

drawn.

• Non-recursive formulations offer the potential to quantify neglected

dynamics and result in formulations in which second -and higher

resonance conditions can be identified. The work on normal form the

ory outlined here differs in several respects from existing approaches.

A notable feature of this approach is that the proposed non-recursive

normal form approach allows reducing the number of residual terms.

As a result, the simplest normal form representation can be con

structed.

The methods developed in this work may be applied rather generally

to model the dynamics of both, resonant and non-resonant vector

fields. They are gaining acceptance in many áreas in addition to power

system dynamics, including mechanical oscillations, nonlinear optics,

and chemical processes. The combined use of non-recursive formula

tions and the real normal form approach permits the efficient study of

both, resonant and non-resonant vector fields.

Simulation studies suggest that higher dimensional representations

may be needed to fully extract system nonlinear power system behav-
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ior especially under heavy stress operating conditions. More specifi

cally, experience with the study of complex systems shows that third

order nonlinear modal interaction, becomes significant when high

stressed conditions are present in the nonlinear process. An interesting

aspect arising from these studies is that, under some circumstances,

third order nonlinear interaction can be more significant that the sec

ond order. This may have important implications for the design and

location of power system controllers.

• The presence of near strong resonant conditions has a significant effect

on the magnitude of the coefficients of the convention normal form

transformations. By contrast, the real normal transformation coeffi

cients present a much more smooth behavior; this facilitates the

analysis and interpretation of mode interaction and feature extraction.

In addition, the technique avoids the use of physical scaling to remove

the effects of physical units and results in physically meaningful inter

action Índices

6.2 Suggestions for future work

There are several aspects of the application of our procedures that require addi

tional study and which will be addressed in future. Among them, the following

issues deserve further investigation.

• Little work has been done on the analysis of higher order resonances.

The use of the developed methods for the identification of higher order

nonlinear resonances in the behavior of the power system dynamics

seems promising. In particular, the effect of second order resonances

has not been investigated.

• Error analysis and techniques for assessing the accuracy and robust

ness of the method are currently being actively investigated. More

specifically, the quantification of errors introduced by the several sim-
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plifying assumptions in both, conventional normal form theory and

non-recursive approaches are needed.

• Treatment of more general system configurations, especially in con-

junction with more practical systems. The generalization of modal

interaction and nonlinearity Índices to take into account the presence

of linear and higher-order resonances are also the subject of current

investigations.

• The analysis of dynamic bifurcations arising from model-dependent

formulations

• The improvement of computational efficiency and modeling capabili

ties of existing formulations.

• The extensión of the proposed algorithms to treat bifurcations arising

from model dependent parameters.
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Appendix A

Data for the two-area four-machine test power system

A. 1 Base operating case

The base operating case is summarized in Table A.1. Valúes are in p.u. on 100

MVA base.

Table A.1: Load flow solution

BUS

#

BUS

VOLTAGE

(P.U.)

ANGLE

(DEG)

GENERATION

REAL

(P.U.)

GENERATION

REACTIVE

(P.U.)

LOAD

REAL

(P.U.)

LOAD

REACTIVE

(P.U.)

1 1.03 26.849 7 1.7919 0 0

2 1.01 17.1 7 2.2026 0 0

3 1.03 0 7 1.8521 0 0

4 1.01 -10.158 7 0 0 0

5 0.9736 1.956 0 2.5 11.67 1

6 0.9763 -25.258 0 2.5 15.67 1

A.2 Network data

Network data is given in Table A.2 in p.u. on a 100 MVA base.

Table A.2: Transmission line data

BUS# BUS# R X b

1 2 0.0025 0.025 0.04375

2 5 0.0010 0.010 0.01750

5 6 0.0100 0.220 0.38500

6 4 0.0010 0.010 0.01750

4 3 0.0025 0.025 0.04375



A.3 Machine and excitation system data

Synchronous machine and excitation data are given in Table A.3 in p.u. on a 100 MVA

base.

Table A.3: Synchronousmachine and exciter data

BMVA r. r x' t' t H D K T
Xd Xq

X I
jq fq0

" ^ ^exc Iexc

900 LS Ll 03 8 04 ¡_1 9 ño 6~bT

2.5

11

2
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Appendix B

B. 1 Solution of homological equations using real Schur transformation

Solution to homological equations for non-diagonalizable cases, can be determined

by transforming the linear equations of (3.) into an upper (lower) triangular form

trough the use of the Schur transformation.

Consider to this end, the next equivalences

A, = UTUr with UU7" = UrU = I (B.l)

where T is a upper triangular matrix and U is a unitary matrix. []

Use of these identities in the homological equations yields

g2 +h2[UTUr ®I + I®UTUr]-UTU7h2 =A2

or, equivalently,

g2 + h2 [UTU7" ®UUr + UUr ® UTUr ] - UTUrh2 = A2

After some algebra, (B.3) reduces further to

(B.2)

(B.3)

g2 +h2U(2)[T®I + I®T]U7'(2) -UTUrh2 =A2 (B4)

Now post-multiplying by U^'.U^.-.U^and pre-multiplying by Ur

U7"g2U(2)+Urh2U(2)[T®H-I®T]-TUrh2U(2)=U7'A2U(2) (B
~

or, in compact form

g2+H2[T®I + I®T]-TE2=A2 (B6)

where g2 =U7'g2U(2). fi2 =Urh2U(2)- A2 = UrA2U(2)

The linear system (B.6) has an upper triangular form structure, and can be

solved in direct form by backward substitution.
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Appendix C
C. 1 Normal form analysis near singularities

In this section, we generalize our previous formulations to treat the computation of

normal forms near singularities.

C.2 The case of two repeated eigenvalues

Let consider the next nonlinear system

*[: :ix2 + AtXl*' (Cl)

Now assume that only second order nonlinearities appear, then the

homological equation to be solved is

gT2s + [i ® [i ®Ar +Ar ® i]- A ® I2 jh^ = A^
7*

l2S (C.2)

or, in explicit form,

_,=

Sin A -1

2212 1 A -1

2213 1 A -1

#214
-f

1 1 A

^221 A

2222 1 A

2223 1 A

.2224. 1 1

Solving for the second-order nonlineai

A A2

óhL
X

, Ahx

X2
+ —

A

,2 2Ahx
+ _h__X Áhx

+
Ah, 2Ahx

+
A*

t _.-■ X2 X2 X Xy X

hi + ^L __%.«._*__
ex x2 x

"^u" 'A2_ l"

^212 ^212

A213 4>13
-1 h2\A ^214

A221 ^221

/,222 ^222

h223 ^223

A
_ ./,224. _4>24_

(C.3)

2<<3. 2/1,.

2/f.

"-.4 2/!,. 2/1,.

Sil

¿3

C.3 The case of purely imaginary eigenvalues (Hopf bifurcation)

Consider a nonlinear system of the form

0 co

-co 0 *2

+ A.x'*> (C.4)
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This case have two purely imaginary eigenvalues ± ja , for this case the

homological equation to be solved is

2211 co co

2212 -co co

2213 -00 co

2214

2221

+

-co

-co -co

2222 -co

2223 -co

2224. -Cx

co

co

co

co

03

-co

-co

-co -co

~W ~Á2\\

¿212 ^212

¿213 ^213

co h2U ^214

/l221 ^221

co A222 ^222

co *223 ^223

./l224. .^224.

(C.5)

Obtaining the solution for this linear system, the second order

transformations is given by

>-2 =t-
3<u

_ --42„-^22, ~2A2
+ 2/1,,.

-

A_„ -A7,. *2x:

A2,t-A222+2A2__ A2l¡-A2[t+2A2l2--*2__

2^2,, + A2ll
-

A2,_ -2A2I2+A_u+A2l¡ ~A->

+ A-, -2/1,

2/1,.. + A-,.. + A_„ +A2
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